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ACADEMIC ACHLEWW2NT

BALtZUBRAMANIAN P 6, VISVSWARAN H: Comparative study of the
achivements in English of students studying in standard VIII in high

schools and higher elementary schools. Journal of Educational

Research and Extension 1970, 6(3), 97-107 12 ref. .

The study was conducted on a sample of 194 buys and 116 girls from
15 high schools and 7 higher elementary schools. It Was also planned
to study a few school factors which were likely to be tha causeaof the
differencejn the performance of the two groups. An achievement test
in English, a personal data.sheet to be filled by the students, a
three point scale for teachers' assessment of certain pupil traits
and a questionnaire to the teachers to find oat the various factors
that are.likely to be the causes of difference in the performance of
the two groups, all constructed by the investigator were used.
Some of the significant findings are: 1) the difference in
achievement in English of the students in high schools and in
higher elementary schools is significant at St level; 2) the
difference is highly significant in the case of rural bop?!
3) students in private schools are at a higher level of achieve-
ment than the students in schools under public management;
4) students in higher elementary schools do not attain the same
level of achievement as those in high schools, both under public
management, particularly in rural area; 5) many factors like
intelligence, attention in the classroompinterest in studies,
industry, health, and the ability to creak English have direct
relationship with pupils' achievement; 6) some of the teachers
have reported that the handbooks do not explain cleanly the
teaching items; certain teaching items are not elerr to them;
7) teachers in higher elementary schools hays reported that
they have not undergone any type of refresher course; 8) only
13% of the teachers in high schools have undergore training" in
the apeoial methods of teaching English. Certain recomendations
have been made to overcome the drawbacks.

2 DBB M: Achievement in engineering college and muroticism.
Journal of Education and Psychology 1970, 27(4), 378.a. 9 ref.

Short forms of Bernreuter Parsonality Inventory and Itysenckts
Personality Inventory which measure the Neuroticlrm wore administered
to 330 entrants of Jadavpur Engineering Collep in 1962. These
scores were then correlated with the subjects! first annual exami-
nation result, It was concluded that none of the perconelitY
inventories used here can definitely predict whether neurotioism
has any negative influence on students' achievement in the
engineering college.
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2

DNALIWAL A 8:- Academic achievement in relation to personality

need for achievement. Educational Trends 1970, 4(4), 17-24.

1$ ref.

The contribution of personality-needs, measured on Edwards

personal Preference Schedule (3.FTG) scales, to.scademic achieve-

ment 1s a controversial issue, pence the present study was

prom pted.by the unexpected findings reported by.Bhatnagar (see

Indian Educational Material 1969, V. 4,.No, 4, Abstract No. 460),

that eleven measures of the EPPS Scales correlated significantly

with school academic achievement, even when the influence of

intelligence was held constant. Taking examination marks and

intelligence test scores as absolute measures, the study (Bhatnagaris)

appeared to haye not worked out the coefficient of correlation

between intelligence and achievement applying corrections for

the unreliability of the tests used to take the measures of

both the characteristics. In the present study the following
data were collected on 20$ students of XX class of ,4 identical

schools in Punjab : 1) Middle school examination marks were
collected for four subjects and the distributions of compodite
scores for the four subjects were converted into V- scores;
2).scores on General Mental Ability Test as a measure of, intelligence;

3) scores on EPPS Scales whichlwereused tomeasure achievement

motive. Indices of. dependability of examination marks and

predictive validity of verbal intelligence, relationship of
personality with intelligence and achievement, indices of
reliability of the residual variable and of.errors operating
in the residual variable were computed. Partial correlation.of

personality need with academic attainment, with intelligence
held .constant., was also assessed. The results confirmed that

the relationship between achievement motive and school academic
attainment was mainly due to the relationship of the former
with verbal intelligence and that when the influence of intelli-
gence was.partialled out, this.relationship.paled into

insignifleance. It has been concluded.that a) verbal intelli-

gence tests do riot seem to be the suitable tools; b) examination

marks need to be made reliable to the possible extent; c) partial
correlation does not seem to.be the adequate and appropriate
statistical technique' however its derived foam which employs
the entire variable representing indices of, residue may perhai,a

prove more effective

Indian °duo Mater Vol 5 No 1 March 1970
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4 GOKUL NATHAN P P: Social class and educational achievement
in relation to aChieveMentmotivation measured by an objective
test. Indian Journal of Psychology 1970, 45(1), 67.74. 13 ref.

The Sentence Completion Test (SCT) (Mukerji, 1964), a verbalised
test of achievement motivation (n-Ach) has been administered to
103 postgraduate students (40 boys; 63 girls). Dat4 relating to

their socio-economic status and their academic achievement at
school leaving, intermediate and graduate stages have been
el-fleeted. The inter-correlations were calculated. The study

results. for the whole' group and then separately for boys and
girls showing the relationship of n-Ach to educational achieve-
ment were in expected direction as in the earlier Indian
studies. But the relationship was non-significant between n-Ach and
social class. Education and occupation of the main wage earner were
inversely related to n-Ach of boys. The failure of the, SCT to
reproduce many of the findings typically found with projective
devices creates a doubt whether the Set is measuring the generalised
need, for achievement or not. A correlational study has been conducted
..mong 29 university students who took two tests of achievement
motivation,. the SCT and a TAT type projective test. The negative
value of coefficient of correlation between n-Ach scores from the
two tests reveal that the two tests measure different things. It

has been concluded that tLe SCT in its present form is not a valid
test for measuring generalised need for achievement of university
students of Assam region.

5 KULKARNI S S, NAIDU C.ASs Mathematics achievement related
to students' socio-economic and attitude variables - a pilot
study. Indian Journal of Psychology 1970, 45(1), 53-66. 3 ref.

Mathematics test and a questionnaire were administered to 1681
highsohool'etudents of the States of Haryana and 04jerat ani
of the. Central schools in various States. The study has revealed
the following: 1) Fathers' level of occupation rather than occupa-
tional category may influence students' ee4evement; 2) though
it would be conceivable that pareaseeducatiOn'influonees Students'
achievement, the present study does not lend support to the
view; 3) the following categories of students performed better in
the test than others: a) those who wanted more mathematics in
their course; b) those who could get books to read;.0) those who,._
did not'hold the view that only a few persons can learn pathetiaties;
d) ihoie who did not believe in creoming; e) those who z414 notoonsi_
d6red mathematics as a dry subject; f) thcse who bad favourable
Opinions,about their mathematics teachers; g) those who felt that
mathematica'study should help in their future occupations; °to/

Indian eduo Mater Vo1,5 I March 1970 3



6 C0HA J M: Training for the development of achievement matt-

vation. Haryana Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 17-22.

7

4

The measurement. of achievement motive eecording to the standard

Act:" scoring and ,the 'language of motivation' should_ be
thoroughly...tote-151W and a.system for interpreting_these various
achievement orientations may have to be developed keeping in

ViPW.the sociocultural. structure. It has been sufficiently
evidenced that the training helps inb.pooting the achievement
motivation, .better business performance, and creating:good

habits. Motives as Wfectivoly tong associative_ et works!
canbe,changed and that is what_is aimed to be_done by teaching
the .'language of achievement motivation' and varicus.inpgtes
These training.principles employed in school situatinn.reS41ted
in higher, academic performance, Hence trainIng.in achievement
metivationshould.be encouraged though the exact_factor.influenoing
theenhanced_performance is not known, .Further,,the concept
of the achievement motive should be further ,analysed and, the

individual or the.group.characteristics, socfo..economic and.

cultural background found out to tailor suitable training
programmes for different groups with distinct characteristics.

RJAIWOHMI MURLIDHARAN, TOPA V: Need for achievement and

independence training. Indian Journal of Psychology 1970, 45(1),
1.21. 13 ref.

The sample of.the study consisted:of 42 five-year 531(1 children,.
21 boys:and 21 girls, belonging .to the,. loworTpiddle socio-
economic stratSof Delhi. The measure used for assessing achieve-

ment motive (IrrAch).in the children tires Aronson's Graphic
Itxpression.test, The nature of the independence training imparted
by the mothorS was ascertained by interviewing the mothers and
.administering questionnaires to them. The significant results
obtained by the study are: 1) the mothers of the 'high' nrAoh
groups as awhole make fewer 'late' demands than the of 'low'
n-Aoh groups; in the case of the girls' samples, mothers of the
'high' n-Ach group also are found to make significantly, fewer
early demands thus suggesting the possibility of a curvilinear
relationship between ago at which demands are made and n-Ach;
2) tho highly rewarded: group in the sample as a whole has signi-
ficantly higher mean n-Ach than the 'lowL rewarded; 3) the 'high'
n-Ach group as a whole receives a larger number of object rewards
than the 'low' n-Ach. group for coupliance with demands; 4) the
'low' n-Ach group in the boys' sample is more intensely and .

frequently punished than the 'high' group when restrictions are not
obeyed; 5) the general trend tics indicates a relationship between
independence training imparted in an early childhood and the
development of n-Ach in the child.

Indian eduo Mater Vol 5 NS1 March 1970
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RAM KUMAR V: Sex difference in self-concept and achievement.
Kerala Journal of Education 1970, 2(1), 10-17, 20 ref.

The objectives of the study were : 1) to test the difference
between self concept and achievement scores of boys and girls;
2) to examine the relationship between self-concept and achieve-
ment for both sexes for different levels of intelligence. The
Q sort method based on Q techniques formulated by Stephenson
and Thomson, Dr. Nafde's Non-verbal Test of Intelligence and
the Personal Data Sheet were used on the sample comprising of
364 boys and 328 girls enrolled in the pre-degree course in
seven colleges in Trivandrum district. The following observations
have been made: 1) boys have higher mean values for both self-
concept and achievement scores; 2) for boys, decrease in intelli-
gence is accompanied by increase in self concept scores and
decrease in achievement; for girls, decrease in intelligence is
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in self-concept scores
as well as in achievement; 3) there is no significant difference
in self-concept and achievement scores between boys and girls
for the two highest intelligence groups but not so in the case
of lower intelligence groups; 4) the group of girls with highest
intelligence has a self-concept mean score which is luwer than that
of the group of boy,: with lowest intelligence. It ha.1,
therefore, been concluded that the role of self-concept as a
facilitating factor in achievement is different for boys and
girls.

SINHA D: Academic achievers and non-achievers - an analysis
of some factors associated with success and failure in university
education. Allahabad, United Publishers, 1970. 175p. 52ref.

The study in focussed on some of the non-intellectual - motivational
and personality - variables underlyivg success and failures of
students. A detailed analysis of their personal background,
study habits, intelligence, anxiety, adjustment, motivation and
se17-concept has been made and differentials between high and
low achieving students have been highlighted. A few typical cases
of successful and unsuccessful students have been presented.
Teacher perception of qualities characterizing high and low
achievers have been analysed. The results emphasize the importance
of motivational and personality factors in the success and
failures of the students and point to the need for taking these
factors into cognizance in a programme of student selection and
guidance.

Indian odJo Mater Vol 3 No 1 March 1970 9



10 SRIVASTAVA B Study of curricular difference at higher

secondary level. Educational Trends 6.909, 4(3), 24..3d,

Cone, thousand seven hondred.and fortyfIve students

Whe..B44Sed_fibeir.high gcbO02.0N4min4004 of..41/44440.1n.104*
forpid.the_sapple The two major, purposes. of the study were to

100410 Importont.charactlxist/cSpt_acadmie 4PilAgYquent..2f.
StOdentS:in different, area.s.ofcurrinulax learning and to See

how intelligence ,and sex affect students' ,performance. Achieve-
pentjeSts in Hindi, science, history and drawing and a test
of intelligence were adninistered to all the students-, The

findings of th,i study have been discussed In detail,

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

'GUPTA T Academic and financial asrects in planning,of:
hostel buildings. Ainiversity News 1970, 8(3), 11,

A study. of the nostel. buildings. built during -the- last 10 years

'ilea revealed .a.wide.vaAntIonin space allocation for- various..
.:15UrPC0000.- Planning. og_a hostel. should aim at comfortable ,and

cheeriul environment for quiet 1ndividual.work and, opportunities

for growth.Pf proPercPaimunity life,. Theroisnpedto,etrike
a'balance.betveenthe level of a:Pennies to be provided and
the levol.of.expenditre to be incurred, The yartous.swe
requirements Per*41e1tAnsPPAt9; depend the following

ttrs::1) the dfetance.of.t).e hoptel existing;site from

Carmen room, dining, cycle parking ete;.).capaaity needed

to meet with t119 possible increased OPIld in future; 3) whpther
non-resident students are to be attached to this hostel for
facilities likwdining,.common room etc. A detailed'analySis

of functional spaces is required to increase the use-efficiency
artotal built-up space,

12 Internal autoacuy in univerities LEditorial.j. Educational

India 1970, 30(9), 307-9.

A review has been made of the following recommendations of a two..
day seminar recently organized in Hyderabad under the joint
auspices of the Hyderabad Chapter of t!-Ice Indian Committee for
Cultural Fredom and number of Teachers' organizations connected
with Osmaniaynivovaity; 1) licrt-wing the proportion of academic
element in the higher governing organs of the university to,
ensure academic predominance in these bodies; 2) arranging
departmental conferences and meetinv of the teachers and otrictly

6 Indian odue Mater Vol 5 No 1 Maxoh 1970
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adopting their decisions.on various departmental. matters;.
3) delegating more powers. to principals, heads of.departments
and deans_of faculties'and appointing different persons to .these
offices; 4) associating an advieoly body, representing the
teachers with the vice - chancellor; 5Y:flaking appotntmenteto the
Boards of. Studies and Boards ofExaminerson some,agreed.princl-
ples and not .on the likes and dislikes of the authorities;
8) alloWing no formal and directropresentatiqn.of students in
the university bodies like the Benate.and the Academic Council

for the time being. All the above recamaendations excepting the
first and the last have been favoured.

_
13 KHAN Y D: University administration. Indian Educational

Review 19E:9, 4(2), 7 -18.8 ref.

That,the defects in the existing system of 1141YersitY.44zinistration
have beencontribdting considerably to the etudOnt unrest in the
country 40 been, pointed out.. The following suggestions are
put forward: 1),in the interostof administratiyeefficiency,
it is desirable to limit the nigher of committees, and sub!.
committees set .up for.variaus purposes; it may also be necessary
to .amend ,the existing university legislation so .as .to entire
that only. questions of policy and strategy are referred to
ualversity.bodiesi 2) a.well.-thoughtout scheme .of training tor
university administrative personnel is necessary; in this regard
a coordinated apPro40.411 the,parts.ef. University grants_Commissiono
the Union Ministry of Education and the.universitiet is palled
for:3) public relations and. publicity units act up in uni-
versities need to be strengthened and staffed by competent and
trained public relations men.

14 KRISHNAMURTY 8: Critical, study and evaluation of educational
administrative reforms introduced in A.P. (Andhra Pradesh/during
1858.88. Education and Psychology Review 1970, 10(1), 2841,

Data for the study were gathered from documents as well 'as. through
opinion survey conducted among 1) administrative personnel of the
Education Department and 2) educationists. The following major
reforms were studied: 1) democratic decentralization of educational
administration; 2) reorganization of district educational admints.
.tration and district inspectorate; 3) bifurcation of directorate
of public instruction; 4) establishment of special educational units,

. institutes and bureaux. The findings of the study have been given.
Based on the findings, certain relevant recommendations have boon
made,

Indian eduo Mater Vol 5 No 1 March 1970 7
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15 MEHTA C 3: _Some administrative,problems .of headmasters of
boys secondary and higher secondary soheole of Rajasthan. Rajas-

than Board Journal of Education 1969, 5(4), 38-46.
_ .

Throughe questionnaire studyampng 140headmasters,_the following
problemeandjbeir reasons have Nen identifiedsl,)_phortage.
of teachers; 2) irregularities in posting of Teachers; ,3) surplus
Strength of. eachers in certain schools; 4) indiscipline among_
'staff temherp;r6)_un.methodiCal beaching; 0)4405 of eooperation
from teachers; 7) lack. Of_intOestinecheel work, of those teachers
who prepare for improO.P.g.their.e4ademic .qualifications;,8) frust-
retiPP among those teachers who have. acquired higher qualifications
but did. ot get promotion; 9)_ interference politicians
in.the school administration; to) 4.9.(149nt transfer ofteacherel.
11) lack.of adequate sports and games ,funds; 12) heavy .adMinistrative

w9;15_04.r99tiPfLnatUre; 0) inability. to devote

_heavy

attention
to supevieory_work; 14) nneatiptactory school., building;_.15)..diffi-

'Culty in writing off of.the cost of unserviceable items. Appro-
priate remedial. measures for thane problems have been enumerated.

16 AIERTA 4/: Riman relations and morale ineupetvision. Jlajasthan
Board' Journal of Education 1969, 5(4), 18-23..

Thepringipal of a school, due to the emerging.trenda, to
performeertain,new professionl.funeilone:in addition tojiis
treditiOn4l.rokeef. Contrplling.and disciplining In this context,
Abo following two toks.are important: 1) well ,thought out efforts
at!:the.Organizationsllevel-to.WP.J00 the professional functions
and to promote them sq.that_they become, part of the:general
institutional expectation; 2) thorough training programmes
designed to prepare school principals to take up new professional
functions. The following are ecne of the training programmes
suggested: a) training in sensitivity to human behaviour through
training.group technique; b) simillatida of real life experience
through games, exercises and role plays; c) case teaching; d) field
training; o) motivation training. The institutional support,
support of educational authorities, participation of teachers,
boosting the morale of teachers are all thy, pre-requisites for the
prinoipal in the discharge of his new functions.

8 IM tan edue Mater Vol 5 No 1 March 1970



17 MINA SWAmINATHAN; Community resources in education. Lek

Rajya 1970, 25(21), 11-13.

In_view.of the importance .of the pre-school education and .also
. in view of the fact that the State cannot be expected to support

this level of education, it is suggested that the community
resources should be mobilised forthith pUrPose.-Nedides, the
community resources could be tapped for the following purposes:
1), interested and resourcetul people: (especially mothers) could
be utilized as part-time employees of .the school; 2) _the community

can talce up the preparation of mid-day meals for ,the school
children; 3) the talent in the community could be utilised for
recreational and extra-curricular acti ities of the school
children as wall as for school improvement; 4) the youth can get
informal education by meaningful participation in the community
work; etc.

18 . NhAM D 8; Development of individual school improvement
plans. Delhi, National Council of Educational Research and Training,
1989. vi) 18p.

The principles of the school improvement plan axe that; 1) the
existing institutional resources should be utilised; 21 every
teacher, should .plan his individual work as well as his contri..
button to the group to which he might.be assigned. Some of the
aspects that have been discussed.are;.1).dfscovering the creative
urge of individual teachers; 2) executing the plan within the
existing framework.of rules etc.; 3)continuouslyscrutiniSing
the development plan;.4) the plan aiming at improving the dis-
charge of fundamental duties and responsibilities ofthe teachers;
5) surveying the existing resources of the school; 8) enlisting
the cooperation of students, parents and the community; 7) under-
standing the role of external sponsor who initiates the development
scheme;.8) the Inspectorates and Directorates of education building
up their institutional plans on the basis of plans of individual
schooli; 9) understanding the role° of research, service and.pro-
fessional organizations.

Student Part143124.11.2n

19 de 80UZA As Student participation in university governance, a
sociological approach. Social Action 1970, 20(1), 22-34.

In-the context of the largo and complex academic institution of thc
modern type (as distinct from Newman's concept of university), the

Indian eduo Mater Vol 5 No 1 March 1970 9
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only avenue available to studente for socialisation and for,
promoting seems!? Of belonging is.through.a variety of subcultures
to manage ,cultural societies, sports, hbetel college discipline

and the whole range of,the cocurricular_programme. Student

participation is 1J-dispensable for the growth of these internal

communities,: The activities of these subcultures shouldbelinked
withtheform4,acaiemic.pregXamme,sothat through institutional
c4ripplA4tuOiniet_ar0 014.0 voice their views opthe_curri-
culum, aiscipline and even the teaching.of_the faculty._.The,
tWoaSpectS of student partnership. re: 1) the.advisory and
consultative role of studentsanf. 2) voting rights of .student
representatives on the decision-making committees and academic

4oglqq., It Is observed that voting rights of students onnpademic
bodies. will, not accomplish anything for students' welfare and
improvement of education besides making it an element in the
academic power structure.

20 NAVAK P: From prOtest.to participation. Economic and Political

Weekly 1970, 5(11), 4937500.

It is suggested that etudant organizations in.India could set
themSelves,the task of democratisation of universities in which

they are studying. Inthis, they may follow the example of

English Students. The two problems .that students .may face In
this regard are oppOeition from the establiahed authoritiei and..
finance. .Funds Gould be raised by theatrical productions or
exhibitions.'The formai' problem can be overcome.caly by a
consistently responsible' behaviour.

ADULT EDUCATION

21 JAODJSH Multlitoracy- need for a new apProaoh.
Indian Journal of Adult Education 1969, 31(2), 9-11.

The increasing rate of illiteracy among different categories of
people has been attributed to the absence of effective facilities
like suitable reading material etc. for an average adult. illiterate
to acquire the skills of reading and writing, lack of flnanoial
resources, and lack of consciousness at the highest 1.11ittcal level
of the need for the eradication of illiteracy. The main suggestions
are: 1) undertaking adult education programmes on a lcmg-term
basin and in a sustained manner. 2) linking adult education pro-
grammes with the professional and sooial likes of the groups for
which they are designed, which implies that the literacy pro-
grammes should form an inseparable part of the economic develormOnV

10 Indian ecluo Mater Vol 5 No 1 March 1970
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programmes;tho responsibilityfor the eradication of illiteracy
thus falls on the department providing the technical knoW-how.

22 KHANDWALA U 8 :, Continuing education in universities. 8du-
04ional India 1970, 36(8), 255-9. 5 ref.

The need for_setting up continuing education centres within the
universities which would serve as a focus, elearinghpusa
and a coordinatingcentre foradultduc,ation work of the uni-
versities has been highlighted.. The activities of the centres
include: 1). conducting research on the individual as well. as.
community. needs to'evoivea suitable educational programme;
2) organizing partrtime courses, sandwich courses and correspondence
courses for non - formal education of adults; 3) conducting
lectures, followrup progrmmee, radio talks,,andaudio-visual
demonstration for the benefit of those Reeking knowledge in
different fields1,4),training persons to.function as teacherg.in
this field; 5) professional in- service training and T9-training

organizing continuingeducation.in,agricultureaS.a port.pf
extension work of the .agricultural universities; 7) publication
of adult literature; 8) imparting continuing education for women.

23 .KOSHY T A: Voluntary organizations :14.1d programmes of adult
education. Indian Journal ofAdult Education 1969, 31(2), 3.6.

I

The following types of adult education programmes which maybe
taken up by voluntary organizations haVe been discussed: 1) adult
literacy projects; 2) adult literacy follow-up; 3) further.
education programmes; 4) training of personnel in adult edu-
cation; 5) research on problems of adult education and evaluation
of prOgrammeg; 8) professional development of adult education;
7) promotional activities to create greater interest in adult
education,

24 N 8: Leadership in adult education. Indian Journal of
Adult Education 1989, 31(3), 3-4, 15-15.

The concept and purpose of.adult (or continuing) education have
. been elaborately discussed, The two types, of leadership required
for conducting adult education are, one on the conceptual side
and the other on the educational (in the purer sense), The first
type of leaders may be (a) individuals or; b) institutions, In
either case the leadership should possess a broad view and a clear
understanding of the general purpose of adult education. The
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special role of universitieS.in this cOntext.has.beenALSOUseed,.
The_leaders of.the second. type i.e. the .adult educators should

have uS.large a measure of_intellectual.equipmr-,nt.ahout the theme
as possible ,and come measure of administrative ability., Creation
of motivation and conoeiving,a broad-based operation should, be

V''e.g4AdeliTO for literacy workers 40t!Or.direetOrgen4
supervisors. Follow-up action like establishment of villIge
libraries and supply of reading material should be undertaken.

_ .

25 NANAVATTY Social welfare organizations and adult edu-

cation. Indian Journal of Aault Education 1969, 31(1), 9 -11.

All.programme of social development ipoludingthat of Adult,
education.require.joint effort and cooperation ogovernment and
volUntery_orgfinizat1ons.. TheLadult,educaiion.programpes should

be cOrceived as an integral _part of social 40.10ePte9f:04t401141.
:develepment. Ttsprersquisitss for, the effective.utilization

'ottWservioee.9f.eggial welfare organi7atie4P in adult _literacy
eto,i'are: 1).acknowledgepent.of the concept of social develop..

tent,.whereti) 44t4t:e4neatPn.a4)0.8904.)-.9q0449_611.70.4he.twin

14eldefef eerviPe*! Pro409n.9f technical kne%F419w...14.the'...

State, Directorates of education,,voluntary.agencies. State

and Central adult edqoation associations; 3) pro:Y1.49A of grants.
in-cid.by the State and Central departments of education to
social welfare organizations taking to adult education as
supportive services.:

28 'National Board of Adult Education. NIE Newsletter 1970,- 5(1),
2.

The Glvernment of India have decic!ed to establish a National Board
of Adult Education. It has been proposed that the DepartmeAt
of Adult Education of the National Council.of Rducational R6searoh
and Training will provide necessary secretariat and academie
services to the Board. The functions of theBoard would bet
1) to advise the Central and State governmentson allmattere
relating to adult education;.2) to promote adult education, to
draw up policies and programmee in these fielil and to review
their progress from time to time; 3) to ensue coordination. between
the different agencies, official and non-official, working, in
the Mid; 4) to promote the production of literature and other
teaching materials; 5) to act as a clearinghouse of ideas,
information and experience and to mobilize manpower and. resources..
forpromoting adult education; 6) to promote research, investigation
and-evaluation; 7) generally to advise, assist or undertekeill
allied activities, and programmes as will promote adult paucatioA.
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BRAIN DRAIN

27 MURIBY K K: eeneeis of brain drain. Statesman 18 March

1970, p.6, Cols.-4-5. 1100 words. .

The genesis of brain drain has been briefly given and the current

flight of talent to the USA has been discussed.. It has been

estimated that in 1969 one thousand seven-hundred scientists
and graduates migrated to the USA. Among the reasons adduced

are: 4).attractive.financial rewards and 2) Job satisfaction,

available.abroad and .3) aeense of insecurity bred .y several

causes within the country, It is contended that thepe problems
are intractable and that the flight of talent is in4.vitable,

however, it is suggested that the country should try.to retom

Some ties,with'the emigrants, by adopting liberal rules to enable

the emigrants to make regular remitances, own property in India

and invest :in Indian industry.

28 SURI K B: Brain drain and economic development, the, Indian

exverience. Interdiscipline 1969, 6(4), 316-31, .

The problem of brain drain from developing countries in general

and India in partic4lar.has.heen eXamined. An attempt is mode

.
to identify the problem, examine its nature and_to,give a.

quantitative dimensiondimension.to it, The :actors that appear_to give
rise to.the drain have been prObed. The drain tothe economic
situation in India in terms of her manpower requirements and the
Obtaining patterns of utilization of available skills have been

discussed, It is concluded that the flight of high talent manpower

is closely linked to overseas education and training. The

available evidence casts doubts on the abeorptIvo'capacity of
theIndian.economy and consequently on the economic: significance

of the drain. There is need to shift the emphasis from the plain
demand supply approach to the utilization aspects of the stock

of scientists. It is pointed out that the solution to the problem
}t.'Z'in planning higher education in order to bring it in line with

the quantitative and qualitative manpower requirements of the
economy, in the governmental regulation and direction of the pro-
grammes of overseas education, in removing imperfections in the
employment market and in a complete reorganization of the
scientific work in the various sectors of the economy.
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COURSES OF STUDY (Higher Education)

29 BARKER p.x: Practical training or industrial experience?
the joint responsibilityof the university and industry. Indian

Chemical Engineer 1969, 11(3), 48-50.

Thertype.nf jobs which an ,engineer is to take, up after his

graduatim in industries is so variegated in nature.

that is impossible on the part of qe.pnginepringinsti!!
tut4ons to produce engineers tailored to the diversified needs

ofthe industry. It is the_ responsibility 3fthe industry., to,

train an engineering graduate fora ,spocific.narrow fie/4
for which, they hire him, Practical +raining of atudeni in an
industry should be recognized apagoal rather, than a requirement_

fOr PA40215 the examination. The training officers should be
entrusted with the.responsibility.of findingplaces for.engineering
students in industries, who will biro, proportionate to their

capabilities, engineering students to solve ;:heproblems.of the.
industries either by themselves or through_guidance of some
senior engineers, As to laboratory courses it is suggested,that
the students should be pade familiar with tha.limitatiyne 9p4h
of the nianufaoturing wocesses,.and the undue piressno ;aid
uponthe_attainMent of .skills by studgnis in wood-work welding
etc, shoUld'be reduced, A drastic reduction in thejiumhersof
experiMOts, designed to.illustrate specific engineering theory has
also been urged. .4 has been suggested that the experiments
P400.6. beStated as a problem, which the Students will he asked

44, solve 940:the,sysi/44/e scP11001-11)!". To 10F9v/00:141qtr/4.,exp.
eriendi to engineering teachers summer Work peOgrammes for middle.
range 4Saeheii3 'may be introduced with the holOW.industries.,-

.KRIRHNA88AMY RAO 8: Education of physicians for community
health work » mhitherwards are we moving in India? NIHAR
Bulletin 196J, 2(4), 5 -12.

The gaps in'the present training programmes for community health
work have been discussed. The, need for the fonowine level0 of
.fraining for.physicians employed in communityhealth admints-
rat$On haVei been enumerated: a) orientation for beginners in

eOirodhitr'health administration to work at primary beialth centre
level 'and refresher courses periodically thereafter; b) staff
college for those in middle managerial positions in health services;
.c) diploma leVol training.in community health by modifying the
present syllabus of diploma in public health to fit. persons in
diattiot level health cJministration and above; d) doctoral level
training (N.D.) in community health administration to become
specialists In health administration and research. A committee
was set up In 1987 to revise the syllabus Of diploma course in
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publichealth Dn. the recommendation of this committee, the.

National Institute of Health Administration.and Education (NIRAE)

conducted a workshop on 'post-graduate education for community
health work. The major conclusions of the workshop have been

given.

31 NAIR K, D, .E.AMACKAIORIJI T: Materials science courses for

engineers, Journal Institution of Engineers India 1989, 49(10),

Pt CH 3, 54-7.

A. science. -.based course gn materials of engineering.is.recommended
for the engineering.students to provide them with adequate
background in solid..state. The need for the evolution of
Materials Science Courses to suit each branch of specialization,
to.prepare the engineer to meet new chalienges.inmateriale.
and designestressed,_ The successful teaching of such
.courses by specialists apPointod in each department of engineering
at a Canadian University is cited as an example.

32 NATARAYAN R: Physics for pharmacy students. Indian Journal
of Pharmaceutical Education 1970, 4(1), 17-20.

. .

The syllabus fremed.by_All India Council of. Technical Education.
for four.year.integrated.S. Pharm Degree Course, has included
physics in the first two years. The syllabus prescribed for this
subject .has little .bearing on.pharmacy, .,Therefore, the following
.modification of the syllabus hae.been suggested. A condensed
course in general physics should be introduced in the first year
combining the existing syllabus for the first and the second
years eliminating the unrelated portions, Biophysics is to be
introdaced.in the second year. For the first year, general
physics including mechanics, hydrostatics, heat, sound, light
electricity and magnetism, and modern physics has been suggested.
Physcial Biophyeice, physiochemical Biophysics, Physiological
Biophysics and mathematical Biophysics have been proposed for the
second year.

33 ROY 8 K: Management education, a perspective for its evaluation.
BeOncmio and Political Weekly 1970, 5(9), M19-W22,

The three major inputs towards management development are: 1) manage-
ment education and training; 2) organisational research; 3) manage-
ment consultancy. It is observed that in India there has been too
much stress on education and training aloneAducation and training
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admits efe. host of rather.hasic, inherent limitations. The

implicit assumptions upon which education and training activity is
prpdicted ar3 pointed out, With regard to training evaluation,
it is pointed out that the results of evaluation studies have
not been particularly encouraging. There is need to be concerned
aboutassessiing.the results of mangagement education..in_india.
Thetwopossibilities along which such assessment couldbeme6e
are 3) Assessing the learning content; 2) assessing managerial
behaviour after managers return. from educational rogrammes to
their organizational roles.

SHARMA S N: Master's degree course in pharmaceutical sciences.
Indian Journal of Pharmaceutical Education 1970, 4(1), 13-16,

The following Scheme for Mpharm.qourse ha@ been suggested. The
course ithe duration of twoyears.shoUldbe open to B. Therm
degree or equivalent qualification holders. Specialization may
be done in one of the fol1owing.brenchess,ph4rmecputics, pharma-
ceutical chemistry, pharmacology, Pharmacognosy and phermacy.
Administration,. First year should be devoted to tWteaching
of theorysprescribed_practical experiments and library work,
In the second year, stUdente should be engaged in research work
and pass in one theory paper viz" Drug Design. SXamination

.

should be held :at theend of each academic year. A theortfcal
dissertation on n'topio of rosearcheither industrially oriented
or applied in nature should be submitted by each student at the

. end of the first year. The practical examination should be
aocompained by viva vcce examination. In the 2nd year the
candidate Should present his work in;a seminar orn to
eXaMitereerdicst graduate students. Combined Marks for
thesis and seminar should be awarded. Students offering pharmacy
administration should el:.nd the second year in an approved
indUstrial establishment

.a

cnd.eUbmite critical report on its
working in lieu of the thesis. : , ,-.

SINGH H B, HARDAS .144: Teaching of economic botany. Journal
of the Past-graduate C0110101.1969, 6(2), 225-30.

The subject matter and teaching aide for courses on economics botany
being conducted at the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi,
and at some Of the universities in USA have been briefly surveyed
and Compared. A need to place emphasis on ethnobotany, agraftindustrieS
and plant introduction information and literature, and assembly at one
site, of improved facilities of garden, museum and herbarium at this
Institute has been bmight out,

Indianeduc Meter Vol 5 No l'March 1970
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38 SUBBAHMANYAM V,1":Spotlight-onmotcorological education.

Hindu 24 March 1970, p,6, Cols, 4, 5, 147, Col, 5,1240 words,

The importance 'Of meteorological.scienPe.snd.tWnew.depands that
are placedOn it by agriculturists, hydrologists,,engineersetc,
have been briefly discussed. The TrainingE0so4oloOhe,India
Meteoroldgie44 PePOTtMent at Poona provides_ training. Besides,
the ArlObra.University and the Indian_Institute ofEcience, .

Bangalore provide, courses. at the post-graduate level,: It is
suggested that the subject should find place in first.4egree_
and secondary school oeurses.and .that.encouragepent should be
extended to competent persons to write suitable textbooks for
various levels, It is also.pointed out that necessary measures
should be adopted so as to enable research scientists in this
field to meet together periodically fnr exchange of views.

37 TECWAE T, HANERIES P K: Chemical, engineering education in

India.- industry's view point, Indian Chemical Engineer 1989, 11(4),

56.1.

Thoexisting.cevwhich is still acadeMic_in many resPects
should be practically oriented by allowing Students towork.with
'pilot.plantS, -teachig them the correct ways.of.draughtemanship__
so that they 'can represent their.deeign,conreet44.414142:4148
them with the standard codes, e.g. BSI, ASMR ete..& deOgnmannuals
and making them conversant with the process control instrumeats.
In avery case students should_beallowed.to dismantle and.reessemble
the instruments they use, pctension, of,the existing 4 - year
course.hy 1 year has been.urged to train the students in advanced
chemistry and cbem/oal technology and_forompletinua project

work in'a faCtory.' The student should beassigned with a specific
problem, on which he will work in the.factory under
thP guidance of factory staff and the faculty member. The
project report of the:student should be evaluated. Industrial
experience of faculty members is also essential to keep chemical
engineering education up-to-date.

38 : GUPTA R Ks
Education 1970

CURRICULUM

Common curriculum at the school stage. Quest in
7(1), 29-33.

The recommendation of the conference of the DireCtors of Public
Instruction held at Bangalore in 1969 to prepare a common curri-
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culum for the school stage has been hailed, It has been emphasized

thatrin the prOposed:mova for common curriculum, the first

step should be to form a national.conpensus on the core programme

for primary educat.ion, which occupies a special plece.Eaph
State, depending on its own conditions coUld.buildup curriculum
onAhe basis of the core programme. .4 re.rexamination of the
objectives.of.oducation.atthe primary stage, their translation

into behavioural terms and the working.out_of a curriculum on

the bapie of these behavioural terms have been suggested, The

need for relating education to the future needs of the society

has been stt.essed.

39 - LULLABP: Need for family life education in schools of India,

Social EtUdiee Teacher 1970, 6(4), 1-5.

In view of the Importance of family life education, the. following

measures have.beenenggepted for the reorientation of instruct ion

in schools: 1) training teacher a to relate tLeir ieaching,to.the

nrehl.ellg; of P9Ailation explosion and large families; 2) offering

a separate course entitled "family living"or "citiwnohip training"
or "national problems"to the higherclaeolls3) rewriting_textbooke

in such a manner that the modern values of_family life become

prominent to students. A study project being undertaken by the
Faculty,of.Education of theM.P..University.of Baroca in collaboration
:with the.Earoda Community Development Service Centre to influence
the Curriculum lathe direction of family life education has

been described.. ,

11 7

.

. . .. .

40 -' SHAMA, 3 M: Towards a new curriculum in se-adary school

mathematicb. Mathematics Education 1970, 4(1), Section B,9-12,

A case has been made out for the revision of the secondary school
curriculumanmathematics. It is held that fundamental concepts
of modern mathematics should be introduced throughout the school
course. The following suggestions have been Made regarding the
teaching of certain areas of the curriculum: 1) piecing greater
emphasis on the appreciation of the structure of algebra - otrusing
ocruntation, associative and distribution properties - rather
than on the acquisition of the teohniquos; 2) teaching inuqualities
at the same time as equalities; 3) giving more practice in the
construction of an equation or a set of equations as the models
for a problem without the insistence that the equations be solved;
4) instilling a wider conception of the fanctian and introducing
many examples of functions and relations which are not obviously
mathematical; 5) giving questions involving heavy manipulation skills
very Sparingly.
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ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION

41 MEHRA $ P: Incone and educational disparities. AICC

Economic Review 1970, 21(13), 22-4. 1 ref,

Attempts to find out the relationship between the economic and
educational development by comparing the literacy figures (taken
from the Census of India 1961) and the percapita income (taken
from a'study by the National Council of Applied Economic Research)
of 15 States. The co-efficient of correlation calculated
according Lo Karl Pearson's formula has been found to be +.56,
which is a significant positive correlation. It means that
education increases as income increases and education decreases
as income decreases. An analysis of the mode of financing of
education in India has been made which clarifies the point that
basidally, differences in education stem from differences in
capacities to spend Feeney on education. Hence, the need for
proper econanic and educational policy; calculated allocation
of grants-in-aid from the Centre to the States and the States
to the local bodies have been stressed.

42 PANCRAMUKHI P R; Decision-making in education. Economic
and Political Weekly 1970. 5(3-5), 219-22. 8 ref.

An attempt is made to outline some problems of investment
decisions in education. It is shown how the general technique
of benefit - cost analysis and rate of return are less useful
for considering total education expenditures with no distinctions
being made between different types of educational outlays. It

is contended that these techniques should be used, only in the
case of outlays which yield tangible, monetary returns. The

contribution of education to earning and productivity should be
measured after eliminating the influence of other factors to
earnings. tin attempt is made to present the relative contribution
of different types of education to urban earnings with data
drawn from a socio- economic survey of Bombay City. Indices of
educational leVel for different States are presented so as to
help regional allocation of funds. To help better planning and
administration of educational expenditures and for reduction of
wastage. indices of internal efficiency of education are presented
for a number of years and a case is made out for more efficient
utilization of funds. The underlying theme of the paper is that
economic criteria of decision-making such as benefit -cost and rate
of return need to be modified and supplemented by social consider-
ations in the case of decision-making in education.
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EDUCATION : GENERAL

43 D1VSKAR S M: New valuers in modern education. Education and
Psychology Review 1970, 10(1), 23-7.

Tho importance of inculcating the following human values in
children through education has been discussed: 1) character
development; 2) democratic values - freedom, equality, demo-
cratic spirit; 3) scientific spirit and attitude; 4) national
integration; 5) dignity of labour; 6) health and hygiene.

44 coin B 8: Non-cooperation movement (1920-21) and education
Nays Bhikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 12(2), 66-74, 7 ref:

45

20

It is observed that during the whole of the freedom struggle in
India, the two powerful movements which influenced the education
of the country were: 1) the Swadeshi Movement (1905) and the
2) Non-cooperation Movement (1921). The resolution of the
Congress on 'Non-cooperation' had a clause which suggested the
gradual withdrawal of children from schools and colleges owned,
aided or controlled by government and in Place of such schools
and colleges.the establishment of national schools and colleges.
It is estimated that as a result more than 1300 national
institutions were opened and they were attended by a lakh of
students. The progress of the movemsnt was marked by the rapid
decline in attendance in government'and government-aided insti-
tutions. The movement however failed bedause the national
institutions could not provide the job stimulus. But the
concrete result of the non-cooperation movement on the Government
was some fresh'thinking on the governmental educational aims
and policies.

INDIA. CENTRAL ADVISORY BOARD OF EDUCATION: Proceedings of
the thirty-fourth session, October 11, 12, 1968. Delhi, Manager
of Publications. 1969. ii, 81p.

The Board diacussed the following 3 topics: 1) implementation of
the National Policy on education; 2) Fourth Five Year Plan in
education; 3) implementation of the recommendations of the National
Integration Council. Three committees were set up to deal with
each one of the topics separately. The reports of the committees,
their discussion and the resolutions adopted have been given.
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46 INDIA. MINISTRY Of EDUCATION AND YOUTH 6ERVICEO: Report,
1968-69. Now Delhi, the Ministry, 1969. 187p.

The important developments during the year under review have
been given under thirteen chapters of which the following
chapters are of educational relevance: 1) school education and
National Council of Educational Research and training; 2) higher
education; 3)technical education;4)scholarships; 5)languages
and book promotion; 6)physical education, games, sports, and
youth welfare; 7) education in the Union territories.

47 Jt"IN, V.V.: Education in thz. Seventies. Times of India
Bombay 30 January 1970, p. 10, Cols. 305, 7; 31 January 1970,
P.8, Cols. 7-8. 3000 words.

48

It is suggested that the following measures, if taken, would
transform the educational system: 1) mutual articulation among
the different sectors and stages of education should be established,
2) the three-fold functions of the university - teaching, research,
and public service - should be coordinated; 3) programmes of
vocational training should be designed to meet the currant
economic exigencies; 4) educational institutions should provide
all facilities for continuing education and the requirement of
a university degree for government employment should be
abolished except in professional, technical and highly specialised
jobs; 5) in large affiliating universities, colleges should
function as external examining agencies for one another; the
internal examination marks should be separately shown; 6) students
should be allowed to proceed at the pace of which he is capable
and a certain minimum skills should be ensured in language and
logic; :)blind imitation of other countries should be replaced
by original thinkin, in r,:spect of eeucational practices and
procedures; 8)educational decision-making should be done by
competent persons.

KAPUR C.L.: Educated mind and the business of educat'.on.
Delhi, Sterling Publishers, 1969, ii, 102p.

The book is a collection of speeches and addresses. Some of the
topics inclueded are: 1) the educated mind; 2) education for
democracy, citizenship and leadership; 3) student indiscipline;
4)educated women and society; 5) changing concept and techniques of
education; 6) radio in education; 7) Basic education; 8) role
of teachers' organizations.
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49 KOTHARI D S: Education, science and national development.
Bombay, Asia Publishing House, 1970. xi, 96p.

The book is based on the author's Dadabhai Nauroji Memorial
lectures in 1968 at Bombay, A broad survey is made of the size
and growth of education. The basic considerations in the
reconstruction of education are examined and the chailenge3
to be faced are dealt with. The medium of education and of
scientific and technical terminology axe discussed. The quality
of education and its relevance to the needs of the community
1J-stressed.

MEHTA R R: Educational take-off stage. Economic Times
20 March 1970, p.5, Cols. 3-8, 1800 words.

Improvement of educational facilities both valitatively and
quantitatively, specifying certain goals and future projections,
has bean termed as educational take-off. The take-off stage
is, however, closely related with the educational problems
which are: 1) difficulty in fulfilling the goal of education
to all children of age group 6-11; 2) controversy among
educationists regarding the importance of craft work in the structure
of primary education; 43) problems of girls education, regional
imbalances and wastage and stagnation; 4).the need to diversify
and vocationalise the secondary education; 5) higher education
beset with problems of overcrowding, low standards, indiscipline
etc. It has been pointed out that during the first three Plans
educational expenditure has been lower than what has been
alloted for the purpose. Certain improvement measures, appro-
priate to the problems, have been suggested.

bi Stress on spiritual education in schools Z news item_/. Hindu
14 January 1970, p.13, Cols. 5-6. 530 words.

The forty-fourth All-India Education Conference held at Bangalore
during December 1969, recommended the following: 1) moral and
religious education should be given in all schools for at least
two periods in a week; 2) all universities should establish oriental
studies faculty; 3) importance should also be given to the study
of languages like Arabic and Persian; 4) secondary schools should
be reoriented towards community development; 5) adequate funds
'should bo provided for women's education; 6) Ashram schools on the
Model of Ourukulas should be started; 7) universities should
undertake pr'lgrammes to promote adult education.
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

52 BHATTACNARyA S, TRIVEDI S: Study of the effect of envi:on-
ment on interest in Indian contexts. Manas 1989,.16(2),

A sample of 300 undergraduate students belonging.to Fine Arts,
Technical, C,..morce, Agriculture, itimanities and Science courses
were drawn from six institutions. The subjects were
cdoinietbrcd a test buttery to meaouro interest, The
environmental data were collected in respect,of father's
Occupation, area of residence, family tradition, parental. desire
and course of study. The analysis ofthe data gave the following
results: 4father's occupatiOnas a variable is significant,
in 4 areas of interest i.e. Fin.) Arts, TeChnical, Commerce and
.4griculuttwa; 2) area of residence as a variable is significant,
also in 4 areas of interest 1.u, Technical,.Commerce, Agriculture,
and Humanities; 3) family tradition as a variable is significant
in Fine Arts, Technical and Agricultural interest; 4) parental
desire as a variable is signifimtpt in all areas of interest;
5) stream as a variable is significant only in Fine Arts and
Commercial interest.

53 BHATFACHARYYA. 6: Use of interest and persistence tests for
the purpose of allocation in multipurpose schools of India.
Calcutta Review 1969, 1(1), 61-8.

An investigation was conduoted tp see whether interest and
persistence assessment can serve, the purpose of selection and
allocation of students in multtpurpoee schools. Interest
and, persistence tests we:' constA.cted and validated by the
author. Composite battery of tote was preferred to single
tests. A total of 1200 children,poth urban and rural, were
tested. Important hypotheses tested were 1) interests .end
to be influenced by sociological areas and educational E:31108;
2) both interest and persistence are related to success in
certain courses. Analysis of variance was carried out for finding
out the significance of the differences of means between edu-
cational streams and sociologicsa areas. It was observed that
in certain cases, both areas and streams affoot interest. Factor
analysis revealed that a genz.r: factor of interest and
persistence existed, although in che case of interest two clear.
cut broad categories identifiablp as literary/artistic and
practical scientific were found.. Regression analysis presented
a piccure relevant to the allocation problem. In most caves,
Interest variables along with persistence test had given signi-
ficantly bettor prediction thanthe single interest test. The
variability of the regression c efficients in various'grours
suggests that the test battery o'yetem adopted can provide part of
the evidence needed in determining an allocation system.
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54 BORUDE R R: Comparative. study of prediction ability of
written English II, some further observations. Indian Journal
of Experimental Psychology 1970, 4(1), 5-7. 6 ref.

,Thirty-five students of whom 16 were from B.A. III year class,
11 from B.Sc. III year class and 8 from B.A..1 year class,
participated in the experiment. The group of subje(As was
asked to guess letter. by letter four sentences of 50 letters
each.' An attempt was made to analyse: the pattern of errors
committed in the prediction of letters in sequence of the
sentences. It, was observed that the knowledge of the preceding

. symbols imProVes the performance of the subjects. It was, also
seen that there is a def!nite trend in the selection of symbols
by the subjects which means there is an evidence of the knowledge
ofstatistieal dependences of the letters in a language. In the
earlier study (Barude R R: comparative study of prediction
ability of written English. Psychological Studies 1966 Vol. 11,
PP. 52-9), it was observed that significant differences exist
in the performance of.a iguersability task' of groups of subjects
Offering:different courses of study and, with different degrees
of trainingrin a language,

55 CHAKRAVARTY A: Meaning of apperception and its importance
in education. Indian Educational Review 1969, 4(2), 119-23.
12-ref:

The nature of apperception is
critically examined and its important

role in education is brought out.

58 CHOUDBARY M 8: Acquisition time and its effect on recognition
score: an experimental study, Educational Trends 1970, 4(4), 29-34.10 ref,

!

Tho following hypothesis was sought to be verified: recognition
'score will increase with increment in exposure time and will decreaseafter an optimum level, Forty male undergraduate students were
divided into 5 groups, each with 8 students. Each group was
subjected to different exposure .time. Twenty photographs wore
presented to the subjects and after an interval of 10 minutes thesubjects were asked to recognise them from among 40 photographs,
Although the results have not confirmed the hypothesis, the generaltendency appeared to ho that for maximum recognition score, thereshould bo optimum time allowed for acquisition of stimuli.. Ithas been concluded that attentiveness towards a stimulus conditionis a factor of better acquisition and ret:ntion and that attentiondepends on the preparedness of the individual for the task to belearned.
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57 D!8 K K,SARKAR. D R: Study on.the expectation of agri

culture students from the job. Indian Journal of Applied

Psychology 1970, 7(1), 6-10. 17 ref.

An investigation waft conducted among 687 students of the college

of 4riculture, Haringhata (West Bengal) to study their

expectations from the joj. Ten preference factors, viz, salary

security, responsibility,advanCement opportunity, nature of work,

freedom, prestige, opportunity, good colleagues and good and

.sympathetic management, were selected for determination of

expectation scale of the agriculture students. The paired

comparison technique was followed. The study has shown that

while both agr,iculture and rural students have rated salary,.

good colleagues, good and sympathetic management etc. in the

given order of preferences, the science and urban students have

rated salary,. advancement opportunity, good colleagues etc. in

descending order on the expectation scale.

GUPTA V P; Study of personality, intelligence and social
adjustment level, differences between the teachers under-training

in general and physical education. Journal of Educational
Research and M,tension 1970, 6(3), 93-6. 10 ref.

A random sample of 120 male pupil teachers (60 from each type

of training institution), between 20-24 years of age and of
noimal health, selected from the State College of Education,
Patiala and the Punjab Government College of Physical Education,
Patiala, was administered a Group Test of General Mental Ability
of JalJta and Tendon, the Maudsley Personality Inventory of
Eyserick, and the Cowell's Social fdjustment Scale (Forms A and

B), with an interval of one day. .According *t" test the
difforencrm between the means in case of extraversion scale,
neutoric scales and social adjustment index were significant at
Al leve2, but the difference in intelligence level was signi-
ficant at .05 level. The pupil teachers in physical education
were significantly higher on extraversion scale, neurotic scale
and social adjustment scale, and significantly lower in intelli-
gence level, as compared to those in general education.

59 HAZARI A, THAKUR G P: Relation bativecntianifent anxiety and

intelligence. Journal of Education and Psychology 1970, 27(4),
375-7. 6 ref.

Taylor manifest anxiety scale was administered on 50 undergraduate
students. On the basis of their scores on this scale ten high anxious
(HA) and ten low anxious (LA) subjects were selected,Raven's
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progressive Matrices Test (PMT) (revised order 1956) was applied
on these 50 subjects to test their intelligence. The significance
of difference between the scores'mpde by the two groups of
subjects on the PT was tested usingstudents 't'. The scores
made by the subjects under study on the anxiety scale and the
progressive matrices were intercorrelatod. The following
conclusions were drawn: 1) the HA and LA subjects do not differ
significantly in their scores on intelligence test; 2) scores
on the PMT seemed to be negatively correlated with anxiety
scores.

60 KAKKAR 0 B: Aspiration levels of children. Education and
Psychology Review 1970, 10(1), 14-22. 26 ref.

Fifteen children (7-8 years of age) were observed in two sessions
of a level od aspiration experiment' in which four separate tasks
(each task graded into five levels of difficulty) were given,
Tho main observations are: 1) the children discriminated in the
first session, among the levels of difficulty and tended to
choose the easier levels of the tasks in a bid to achieve r Iccessl
2) the children's choices of the levels of difficulty and their
choices after success changed in the second session in the
direction which seemed to promise success; 3) they tended to be
individually consistent from session to session in proportion
of choices at given levels of difficulty and in their responses
to successful achievement at the level chosen; 4) there was no
such consistency in their responses to failure in achieving
a previously set level.'

61 KRISHNA K P; Some personality correlates of immediate recall
in an aussage experiment, Indian Journal of Experimental
Psychology 1970, 4(1), 14-15. 8 ref.

An attempt is made to compare high and low reproduction groups
in terms_of neuroticism and extraversion dimensions. 'Hindi
version of Maudsley lbrsonality Inventory (MPI) developed by
lysenck was used to measure both neuroticism and extraversion-
introversion. In order to Essess subjects' ability to reproduce
correctly the picture - test suggested by Whipple -was used. The
following are the results: 1) the correlation between reproduction
scores (high, low reproduction dichotomy) arJ neuroticism is
negatiVe and highly significant, indicating that higher reproduction
boars an inverse relationship with the scores on neuroticism as
measured by MPI, The correlation between high - low reproduction
dichotomy and extraversion scores is positive but statistically
insignificant. Although the moan of extraversion score of high
reproduction group is greater than the mean of low reproduction
group, the difference between groups is not significant.
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62 KULSHRESTBA R N; Study of.vocational interests, occupational

choices, socio-economic status and intelligence of class XI

students, Educational Trends 1969, 4(3), 10 -16.

The sample consisted of 250 students of the age...group 14-16.

Chatterji's Non-Language Preference Record, Kuppuswamy's Socio-

Economic Status Scale, Jalota's Test of Intelligence End a

questionnaire prepared by the author were used for the study.

The main findings are: 1) the socio-economic status of the

students was not related to their vocational interests;
2) educational aspirations of the students were circumscribed
by the home environment; 3) the occupational choices of the

students had no relationship with their fathers' education or
occupations; 4) within the sample of 190 students measured,
voc:itional interests of 55.students (29%) were congruent with
their expressed occupational choices and the occupational
choices of 135 students (71%) wore not congruent with their

vocational interests; 5) a large percentage of students with
vocational interests in agriculture (39.6%) and crafts (44.8 %)
had no occupational choices related to their interests; 6) faculty-

wise congruency was higher among the biology students (52.7%)
and.commerco students (10.4%) than among the arts and science
students; 7) intelligence was ielated to congruity between
vocational interests and occupational choices; 8) .secio-economic
status of the studentshad no'significant relationship with the
volo-ational interest - occupational choice congruity.

63 KUMAR Ks Influence of intelligence on the Needs of school

children. Indian Eduoational Review 1969, 4(2), 133 -6.

An attempt was made to investigate how far the prominence of
Needs among school children is controlled and guided by the
level of their intelligence. Intelligence tests constructed by
Jalota, Mehta and Bhatia as well as the Needs Hating Scale
constructed and standardised by the euthor wore administered to two
samples of students. One BamplgsCTISiSted.of 100 boys and 100
girls and the othersmplc consisted Of 50 boys and 50 girls of
supernormal (in inteliigeneo) groUp and an equal number of boys
and girls of subnormal group. Some of the findings are; 1) with
a rise in the level of intelligence of boys and girls the presence
of the related Needs decreases; 2) the Needs of Aggression, Defendence,
sex and succorance are significantly more prominent among subnormal
boys, as compered to supernormal boys; 3) the Needs of Aggression,
Defendence, Dominance, sex, Autonomy, succorance and Exhibition are
significantly more prominent among subnormal girls as compared to
supernormal girls; 4) the Needs of Defendence and Dominance are more
prominent among the supernormal boys as compared to supernormal
girls; 5) the Needs of Aggression and nefence are more prominent
among the subnormal buys as compered to subnormal girls.
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64 CU HA H, JHA S 5: Prestige suggestion in high and low
neurotic subjects. Manes 1969, 16(2), 81-5..

The N-items of Maudsley Personality Inventory were administered
to a sample of 380 undergraduate Arts students (263 males, 117
females) of Bhagalpur University to determine whether or not
high and'low neuratic subjects differ significantly with
regard to prestige suggestion. The subjects, constiteted two

. groups, high and low, were asked to rank the slogans for the
national significance initially withoet'the names of leaders
attached to them and finally with the names of leaders attached
to them. The analysis of the data showed that judgements of the
high neurotics were more influenceceby'the prestige suggestion
as compared to the low neurotics. The results also indicated
that women on the whole were more susceptible to the influence
of prestige than men.

85 SEN A, SEN A K: Serial position curves under constant trial
procedure,' a. test of the McCrary'- Hunter hypothesis. Indian
Journal- of Experimental Psychology 1970, 4(1), 8-13. 13 ref.

.

McCrary and Hunter foUnd that when the serial position curve is
plotted, net.in terms of mean number of errors made at each
position, but in terms of the percentages of total errors occuring
at each position, the curves ware invariant with several mani-
pulations of the verbal learning situation. An experiment was
carried out within a group of 27 subnormal adults, to test the
McCrary - Hunter hypothesis under constant, trial procedure. The
task material consisted of outline pictures of common objects.
A condition x trial x subjects design was used. The experiment
involved 4 tkials and the errors at each serial position were
expressed as a percentage of total errors to test the hypothesis.
The results showed that though the curves for mean absolute
errors were situated at different levelei the percentage
distribution Of error curves however became similar in nature,
under all learning conditions (normal, meaningful distraction and
meaningless distraction). The findings, therefore, confirmed
that the form of relative difficulty position function is an
invariant property of rote memorization.

66 SHARMA Et Anxiety among higher secondary students in relatior
to their sex and caste affiliations. Haryana Journal of Education
1970, 3(1), 46-9.

A random sample of 382 students of 11th class from 13 urban higher
secondary schools in Haryana, Panjab, Himachal Pradesh and Chandigarh
was administered the Anxiety Scale (in Hindi language) designed by
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Sharma, in small groups. of 15. to 20.. The information about castes
was obtained .from the school records,. The girls scored slightly
higher.on the Anxiety Scale than the Ooys and no significant
differenceswere found in ansdety.mnongyarious groups_ranked
according to castes, It is observed_that easte.le.not a.variable
in influencing anxiety of students in urben.areas, However,
the teachers should combatcaste.prejildice4LaeouglejuleStp_
whenever it observed. It has been concluded that caste
cannot betaken as a determiner of social class in various
studies as parental education, economic status, parental
occupation seem to be more important.

. . . _ .

67 SHARMA S Caste affiliation and sex as sources-of-variation
in self-aeceptanoe-of.a4c1aseonta. ManaS 1969, 18(2), 87-93,

. . .

A, sample .of 362 studepte.(males 199, femalesl60) of standard XI
and belonging to the age group of IS to 17 were randomly selected
frem.13 urban higher_ssoondery.schoole of Punjab, Haryana,.
4MOchal Pradesh a. Union Territory.ofGhandlgarh for the
study,. The SelfTcepoept Inventory developed in Rindt_by the
author was administered_to all the students'in email...groups
of 15 to 20, Necessary controls were applied to overcome the
various irrelevant reeponse determinersl. The:studente were
grouped aocordipg.to the to/loving four oastess1) BrabMins;
2) XehatriYL1 3) Vaishl 4) Scheduledibackward.oless. The
ass-1)114.6X the data showed that t1 girls as a whole have
significantly_higher seli-concept4an the boys, and caste
affiliation is not a significant source of variation in their
self-acceptance.

88 SINGR L Cs Age and sex differences in.vjaual estimates of
percieved sizes. Indian Journal of Xxperimental Psychology
1970, 4(l), 18.17,

The experiment was conducted on 10 male and 10 female subjects
of wbcm 5 boys and 5 girls were below 10 years of age and the rest
above 20 years of age. The apparatus of Calton Bar was used,
The task was to adjust the response distance on one side of
the bar with the help of the adjuster until this distance
appeared equal to the given ,stimulus distance, Each subject gave
a total of 2100 obiervatione for 21 stimulus distmces. The
method of Average error was used to study the precision of
observationo in the experiment. There were either over.
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estimations or under-estimations for all the stimulus7distanceS.
of 5 cm, to 25 cm. Thera was a tendency y-for under-estimating.
larger distances And over-estimating small distances. ThiF
goes withtte 1J 1sonte'theory of adaptation level. There were
significant 3i4ferences between the estimations of perceived
distances ?::f male and female. subjects. The ago of L:Ubjects
wa6 a. contributory factor to the variations in the visual
estimations ofAberceived distances.

89 SUJANANI G R /: r Student delinquency, Educational India:
Forum 1970, A5(1)1 4=8.'

The. causes of student delinquency hav' been anal5led under the
following two factors: 1) predisposing factors viz' a):lowril.
intelligence. b) absenpe of moral values, c) poor enviroPm,
d) diversity of social cultural status of students coming from
middle' and 4lighplasses and these from urban and rural areas,
e) fast,Oppearing'eociallchanges,providing more facilities for
recreation suer as'cineMa,, f) unfavourable homeconditions;
and 2) motivating factors viz conditions belonOng to inner
self of the individual.Improvement of living conditions,
ptoVidionof.desirable' recreational opportunities; better
'parentAl control, he environment etc., have been suggested
40,remedies.:,

70 UPAPHiAY8 N, MUX8RJEE M, SflURi'di Pi 'Pekception, effect
of motivation and sok:JO-economic status. Indian Journal of
Experimenial'PayChology 1970,.4(1)., 17:4: '6 ref.

Thirty-six students of high socio- economic status and an equal
number of low socio-economic status sarved as subjects. Half
the number from each group constituted the motivational group
and the other half, control group. Thus there were four groups
of 18 tubjects each. The subjects were asked to identify the
correct size of the 25 paiso coin from among many circles. The
expariment was repeated for the denominations of 50 paise and
100 pals°. Toffees were given to the motivational subjects after
each judgement. The following were the results: 1) in all conditions
but one, the 25 paise coin

we* underoatimatcd; 2) thJ, error of over..
estimation was higher for the 100 poise coin than for the 50 paiso
coin; 3) the trends of results were similF1 in motivated and
control groups and also when comparison was made between lower andhigher socio-economic groups; 4) the differences were not
statistically significant on a two-way analysis of variance;
5) the estimates were uniformly lower in the higher socio-economlogroupsthan the cwroupmdinj estitlato of th2 socio-economic group;6),the introduction of motivation reduced the estimation of 25paiso coin.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

71 AHUJA P: Importance of action research in Indian schools.
Haryana Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 9-13.

The importance of action research by teachers has been stressed
as it leads to their professional growth and development, and
results in the overall improvement of school education. The
following stew that may be followed in preparing an action
research design have been discussed with an example, improving
the Hindi pronunciation of.5th class students; 1) identification
of problem area; 2) problem selection; 3) problem analysis -
probable causes of the problem; 4) action hypothesis; 5) the
experiment - data to be collected; 6) tools to be used; 7) action
programme; 8) evaluation.

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

72 CHOPHA 6 L: Socio- economic background and efteational
opportunity in India. Journal of Education end Psychology
1970, 27(4), 365-9. 9 ref.

73

Data regarding father's occupation, marks obtained in *lie high
school examination and information about continuing studies
after high school, have been gathered from 1359 Xth class boys
of high schools in Lucknow district. The study has revealed
that students from lower occupational groups could conti JP

their studies even when they had the requisite academic ability
to continue college studies. On the other hand students bel,nlOcg
to higher occupational group continued their studies even whon
they had initially failed in the school leaving examination,
It is tvident that for continuation of studies, socio-econo-le
status was more relevant than academic achievement. The neiA ion
devising a system in which promising students are not prevent-
by economic barriers from receiving the education most suit. 1 to
their ability has boon stressed.

DEB P C: Evaluation of status factors by graduate stud
Interdiscipline 1969, 6(3), 247-53.

A study was conducted among the graduate students of the R.
Agricultural University during 1368 to highlight the attitu
the youth towards factors determining social status. The r
objectives were to measure the importance of a few selected f
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it the determination of status and to bring out the relationship
of importance ranking with the socio-cultural background of the
respondents. The findings indicate, among other things, that
students give more importance to education and land ownership
than to caste in acquiring social status. The impc-Aance ranking
of different factors was found associated with students'
background like father's education and family income, but the
association was not significant with regard to rural-urban
residence, father's occupation and caste.

74 JAIN S P: Religion, caste, class and parental educational
aspirations in a NOrth Indian community. Indian Educational
Review 1969, 4(2), 64-72. 7 ref.

An interview schedule was administered to 236 heads of households
(81 Hindus and 155 Muslims) to find out their educational
aspirations for their sons. Respondents from both the religious
groups were further grouped according to their castes and
occupational classes. The study revealed that the factors of
stratification such as religion, caste hierarchy and class
affiliation influenced the educational aspirations of parents
for their children. Hindus aspired for higher educational
levels than Muslims. Similarly higher caste and occupational
groups aspired for higher levels of education. The educational
aspiration of the people as a whole was not very high because
the economy was predominantly agricultural. The low level
of educational aspirations of the people indicated that the
pact: of social mobility through education was slow.

75 M3HTA R: Western educated Hindu woman. Bombay, Asia
Publishing House, 1970, viii, 216p.

The study is based on questionnaire survey followed by a depth
interview of fifty western-educated elite Hindu. women. A broad
description is given of the cultural framework in which the
traditional life of the Hindu is set. The study presents the
eduoated Hindu women against the background of traditional
caste, joint family, parental authority, rituals, customs and
family patterns and examines the influence of Western education
on her, in what sphere it was effective and whether it has
resulted in merely superficial imitation of the West or has gone
deeper and changed the traditional value system and led to an
assimilation of ways and thought. The study revealed that a
questionnaire alone without a follow-up interview in depth would
have led to misleading conclusions.
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76 SEKWA M C: Sociology of education - some problems and
perspectives for research in India. Indian Educational Review
1969, 4(2), 1-6, 40 ref.

Education is considered as a social institution similar to
economy, social stratification, political system and the
family. As an independent variable, education has its own
institutional system; in so far as it is dependent upon the
social structure, values and traditions and upon the economy
for its sustenance, it becomes a dependent variable; as an
intervening variable it mediates between social stratification
and economy. This interaction of education with society and
economy brings into relief the following three dilammas of
educational sociology; 1) universalized education vs. allocative
constraints of economy; 2) generalised diffuse education vs
specific task - oriented, skilled educational needs of.the
technology; 3) ascribed status vs achieved status. The
following areas of research are pointed out to tackle the
dilemmas: 1) the extent to which there is intra-, intergenerational
mobility; 2) the strata of society in which the mobility is
most pronounced; 3) the avenues that are used in the process
of social mobility by the different strata; 4) the kinds of
social mobility producod by various types of educational
institutions; 5) whether education is a selective agent in
the formation and preservation of social strata; 8) how the
content of education is geared to the develeplment of achievement
motivation.

EI.SYMNTARY EDUCATION

77 SONI H Rs Reconstruction of elementary education, Haryana
Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 53-9.

The teaciling programmes and methods should be reconstructed in such
. a way as to keep pace with the cognitive possibilities of pupils

and to further develop such possibilities. Since the cognitive
possibilities of children for the mastery of knowledge and skill
are significantly higher than what has been supposed to be, the
elementary stag.: of instruction may be limited to four years
and from the fifth year, systematic study of various subjects
may be taken up. the instructional materials which at present
are studied in 'I-V classes, may be reorganized and studied more
deeply and at higher theoretical level in classes I-IV. The
recommendations of the Education Commission should be followed
regarding the subjects to be included in the curriculum. The
habit of independent study should be developed. Some time should
be set apart for excursions, observation, play, music and drawing.
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Study of the physical and social environment and the peoples'
activities should be ircluded. in the elementary classes,
correlation must be realized between all.the subjects. Whereas

the environmental study in I-III classes may be integrated with
language, the other subjects may be related with language and
work-experience.

aXAMINATION AND EVALUATION

78 BANERJEE P: Critique on examination system with special

reference to question papers. Prachya Prabha 1969, 41(11), 42-7.

The following suggestions have bean offered: 1) drawing out a
memorandum of instructions for the guidance of examiners,
paper setters and moderators; 2) instructing the paper setters
to provide model answers to all questions set by them, showing
therein the detailed distribution of marks; 3) making the
questions objective in nature i.e. the questions should be
capable of indicating in clear terms the content area, and
the, form of knowledge that is going to be tested; 4) relating
each question to specific content area and increasing the coverage
of the content area; 5) restricting the number of choices;
8) allocation of a fixed time for each section in the question
paper; 7) paying due consideration to the difficulty level of
each question while finalising the marking scheme; 8) giving
adequate directions in the question paper; 9) including at
least a few questions capable of discriminating the very best
from the worst.

79 Examination reform L Editorialj. Hindu 18 February 1970,
P.0,. Cols. 1-1. ,720 words.

The following reeommendations made by the Consultative Committee
of Members of Parliament have been discussed: 1) the teachers should
maintain records of the pupils' progress and hold oral tests at
fret-uent intervals; at the end of the primary level, the school
should conduct an examination which would, however, be set by
experts for the whole district or State; 2) as for the high school
examination, it should test the ability to apply knowledge rather
than memory; while the examination itself might be a public one,
the certificate awarded need show only the subjects in which the
pupil had passed, leaving it open to him to appear later for the
others. It is suggested that in addition to the secondary school
diploma, the student should be given a school certificate and record
and that in the colleges, semester system should be introduced.
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80 GOKHALE D N: Management of examinations. Maharashtra

Educational Jou'nal 1970, 18(5), 139-151, 18(6), 181-8.

The administrative problems related to the internal examinations
of secondary schools have been dealt with. A scheme of examination

for standards V to XI has been presented covering all the
essential aspects. Points to be taken into account during
paper-setting and evaluation of answer-books have also been

discussed. Other topics covered are: 1) rules for promotion
to-standards V to XI;' 2) invigilation at the written exami-
nations; 3) external and internal checking of the assessed
answer books; 4) composition and works of the Results Committee;

and 5) functions of the conductor of examinations.

81 KAKKAR S B: Effect of privacy in taking dictation tests.
Indian Journal of Experimental Psychology 1970, 4(1), 20-1. 8 ref.

Ninety boys of grade 8 of age 13-14 years of high and above
average socio-economic status and of :Q 100 - 115 were selected

randomly. A dictation test was given to 45 students, each
seated alone in a roan and to the other 45 in groups of 5 or

more. A 300 - word page of a ninth grade textbook was
dictated at fifty words per minute. It.was found that the
students tested individually, wrote five words per minute
faster on an average. This difference was statistically also
significant. The individually tested students also made slightly

fewer errors though the mean difference was not statistically
significant.

82 KAUSHIK 8: What price multiple choice items? Naya Shikshak
(Teacher Today) 1969, 12(2), 16-19.

Some of the obvious limitations of the multiple choice type
items in test papers are listed: 1).they allow the examinees 20%
to 25% chances of correct guessing; 2) quite a few items are so
constructed that the so called distracters provide clues to the
correct answer; 3) they are not fit vehicles for problems requiring
correct answers involving mathematical calculations; the distracters
serve no purpose. Training of multiple choice test items is a
very difficUlt job and their advantages are very few. Hence, short
opon-end questions are advocated.
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83 KULKARN1 S S: Nature and format of the test for instruction.
Indian Educational Review 1969, 4(2), 103-13. 10 ref.

Tests are generally identified with examinations and are
considered Somewhat external to the teaching learning process
itself, Various types of tests are critically examined. It
is maintained that learning,proceeckl more effectively if
evaluation is built into the teaching-learning process.
Construction of learningset tests for instructions is described
and it is suggested that the test should be in three parts,
first part re2lecting the initialbehaviour, the second part
representing the transitional behaviour and the third part
representing the criterion behaviour. Within a given part the
items need not be presented to the students in sequential order.
They should be presented in a random order. It is observed
that a test designed on the learning-set model and for which
item analysis data are collected by the procedure suggested
by Ebel (1962) would not only be helpful in the context of
programed learning but also for other instruCtional,materials
which aim; at getting empirival proof for justifying their
effecti.eness.

84 LINGAMURTY V: Examination reform ;- Problems of internal
assessment. Educational India 1970, 36(7), 231-3, 38(8),
265-8.

The twin objectives of evaluating knowledge, and personality traits
of students can be achieved by internal assessment system based
on oral tests, essay and objective queetiofts, reports on work in
the library, laboratory and field, seminar discussions, periodic
tests, etc. The success of internal assessment system requires:
1) giving questions which require wider understanding, reasoning
and interpretation; 2) adopting varied, reliable, objective
and practicable techniques of evaluation; 3) continuous evaluation
of the students, personality development with the help of stamdaxd-ized tests; 4) abolishing the practice of private tuitions;
5) careful programming and systematic conduct of various types
of examinations; 8) adopting new techniques of teaching like
discussion method, asking questions which require some application
or integr-ation of information. and problem solving method;
7) improving teacher-student ratio and the laboratory and
accommodation facilities; 8) fixing the work loacl of a teacher at14 hours per week.
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EXTRA - CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

85 KOCHAVARA T L: Utilising students for social work, Social

Welfare 1970, 16(11), 27.

The objectives of social service in rural areas rendered by the
students residing in cities are: 1) to enabl: students to have
personal contact with rural folk; 2) to engage pupils in manual
la,our; 3) to train students to organize games and recreational
activities for children; 4) to interest students in conducting
literacy classes; 5) to cooperate with villagers in launching
cleanliness; 6) to promote friendship among village/s, It

has been suggested that a group consisting of male and female
students, senior teachers, medical and engineering studmts,

a social worker would be ideal for offering social service.
Formation of a Youth Service Committer to supervise the activities
of such a group and to conduct evaluation of the work has been

favoured. When the service camp is wound up, the social worker
should engage the local people in all activities and prepare
them to assume responsibility for continuing the project.

86 PANANDIKAR 8: Stray thoughts on school exhibitions. Quest

in Education 1970, 7(1), 46-8,

School exhibitions can be of two types, those which exhibit the
work done by the children and those which exhibit items for the
children. It is pointed out that in the case of the former
type, the exhibition should be a byproduct of a theme studied,
or work done as a part of school activities. It would not be
desirable that exhibitions of ohildren's work rhould be ends
in theuselves. The exhibition must ref?ect the pupils' Peen
interest, knowledge and enthusiasm that have gone into it.
Preparation of articles should not make heavy demands on
children's tine outside school Lours.

GUIDANCE ANT COUNVALLING

87 CHATTERJI S, MUKERJIE M: Comparative study of several objective
methods suitable for interpreting individual's set of scores in
vocational guidance. Journal of Education and Psychology 1970,
27(4), 353-64. 15 ref.

In an ideal guidance situation, the counsellor uses objective
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methods available for interpreting test scores as well as some
subjective approaches. In guidance, two types of problems come
up, depending on whether clearly defined criterion groups are
available or not. The following objective methods available
for interpretation of test scores have been described and their
merits and demerits have been discussed: 1) profile similarity
or profile matching; 2)psittern isolation; 3) discriminant
function; 4) probability ratio technique; 5) methoo of regression
equation.

HEALIS CARS

88 GODAVARI KAMALANATHAN, PREMAKUMARI 8, MAWS R P;
nutritional evaluation of school lunch programme in two selected
villages. Journal of Nutrition and Dietetics 1969, 6(4), 308-15.
16 ref.

The children who participated in the school lunch programme
were compared with an equal number of non-participating children.
There were four groups. The results of the study are; 1) families
of the children spent 77 to 80 per cent of the income on food
op per caput basid; 2) about 80 per cent of the caloric ile.ake
was from the cereals; 3) the intake of protein was satisfactory
in the school lunch group in both the villages, while all the
four groups were short of calories; 4) all the groups registered
an.increase in height and weight and there was no significant
difference between the school -lunch and non-school-lunch groups;
5) the school lunch was not found to influence the attendance
or performance of the children; 6) there was much scope for
improvement in the organization pf.the school lunch in both the
schools.

HIGHER EDUCATION

89 ANANTAKRISHNAN 8 Vr Whither university education? Hindu
,5 March 1970, p.8, Cols. 3-6. 2000 words.

While discussing the outcome of the meeting of the Inter-university
Board at Madurai, the following suggestions have been made: 1) students
should have the option to choose their medium of instruction;
2) talented students should not be bound by the common curriculum;
3) the Inter-university Board and the University Grants. Commission
must ensure standards and free inter-university migration of stu-
dents and teachers; 4) school education should be terminal in
nature and admission to college education should be selective;
5) affiliating universities should he abolished and autonomous
colleges should be established; 6) suitable conditions should bo
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created so as to reverse the trend of brain drain; 7) since
modern science education is costly, central instruments and

library facilities, each unit serving a number of institutions
in the environment, should be established; 8) the present
examination system should be scrapped.

90 ZIAUDDIN ALAVI S Semester system - a critical evaluation.

Educational India 1970, 36(9), 293-6.

The semester system in vogue in Aligarh Muslim University has
been described. The following drawbacks of the system have
been highlighted: 1) the flexibility in the courses offered
is very restricted because of administrative and other
considerations; 2) coordination of teaching in various departments,
though permitted to a limited extent is not popular among the
students as they prefer courses in their own departments because
of their future utility; 3) though the system helps in keeping
the students busy throughout the year, it obstructs free
participation of students in extra-curricular activities;
4) short semester length leads to the breaking down of the
unity.of the subjects; 5) ill-arranged time table results in
enforced idleness for the student in- between the lecture

hours. It has been pointed out that the system is not suitable
to Indian conditions though it may be useful in USA because .

there is overspecialization and demand for general and short

courses. Besides, expenditure on higher education in USA is
mostly borne by private agencies and they are free to plan
their courses in whatever manner they like.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND AIDS

91 BELT F H; Building education by television. Radio Times

of India 1970, 25(1), 21-2.

The all-India television system being laid out has for it a
serious intent - education. Through television the masses of
India can be educated basically and trainJd in modern skills.
The problems of tho television system for education are: 4) the
high cost ofsatellite receiving stations and the high cost of the
receiving set; 2) production of T V reoeivers in quantity;
3) identifying suitable methods of T V teaching. The T V teaching
offers a showplace for new techniques of delivery,new methods of
illustrating, new psychological ways to impress the student viewer.
In this regard the methods used by advertising companies to
neke a deep and lasting impression on the viewers can be employed.
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Produces of educational programmes for T V must take advantage

of special photographic end electronic techniques and equipment

that let them. create an unlimited variety of aural, visual and

psychological effects. Such advanced precepts as subliminal
comprehension and reinforcement are natural for T V teaching

and can double or triple the amount of learning during one

programme.

92 MATHUR V S: iudio-visual aids and the teacher. Educational

India 1970, 36(7), 228-30.

The scope of audio- visual aids has been described under the
following three stages: 1) the early stage when direct, purposeful
experiencemay be acquired by the child when confronting the
original; .2).the stage of contrived experiences:involving the
use of contrivances -like models; 3) the laOt stages of child

development when visual symbols like naps, charts and diagrams,
and verbal symbols which can be anything .from a work or an
idea to a formula and philosophic aphorism, can be used;
however the visual and verbal symbols can be used in earlier
stages, provided the items used are simple and the verbal symbols

are combined with other aids. Strengthening of the existing
audio-visual cells and establishments of audio-visual aids
pools have been suggested.

93 MATHUR V 3; Production of educational literature. Teaching

1970, 42(3), 91-4.

40

Translation of all foreign books on a large scale in order to
reduce the paucity of literature in Indian languages has been
disfavoured. The undertaking of a massive programme for the
translation of classics in various subjects disciplines in a
coordinated way has been advocated. The emphasis on the
translation of all sorts of textbooks should be reduced and
teachers should be encouraged to write textbooks in the language of
their competence.. Nationalisation of textbooks should be so
minimised as to provide students ample opportunities of collateral
reading through different textbooks of the same subject. Need for
providing some grants for the publication of a large number of
'journals in all fields for the children of all age groups has been
stressed to keep children aware of the latest developments in various
fields, In order to develop reading habits in children, the
publioation.of a large number of good and attractive books is also
essential.
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LITERACY

94 . D: Assessment of educational levels of different
geographical areas. Indian educational Review 1969, 4(2), 114-

18.

The educational levels of six cities of Gujarat State have been
compared. It is observed that considering percentagp of literacy
as a measure of educational levelof a place is crude since it
does not take into account different levels of education.
1) unweighted system of scaling; 2) weighted system .of scali.g
and 3) repeated scaling method, are the three methods discussed
here. The unweighted system of scaling does separate different
areas more significantly;this however equates different educational
levels and is thus a standardised form of percentage of literacy.
The weighted system of scaling in which the length of years of
schooling is taken into account, measures different areas more
sensitively enabling clear differentiation of each area on the
basis of the educational level of the population of that area.
Yet another approach is to construct an index of education by
taking into consideration at each level of education, the
educational attainment of an individual in an area. It is found
that this repeated scaling method gives a sharp discriminating
power.

95 RUTBNASWAMY M: India's slow progress on road to full literacy.
Indian Journal of Adult 3ducation 1969, 31(3), 5-0.

The importance of literacy in economic progress and in removing
the shackles of caste, superstitions, prejudice and intolerance
has been highlighted. The examples of successful achievement of
literacy in other countries have been shown. It is pointed out
that the drop-out at the primary stage is as high as 60%.
Determined action on the part of Government to eradicate illiteracy,
definite allocation of funds for the promotion of adult literacy,
effective use of the mass media of communication, special efforts
to make women literate, redressal of the imbalances between States,
successful library movement etc., have been mentioned to remove
illiteracy. It has been suggested that adult iliteracy should be
made functional, and primary education in the villages must be
related to the environment of the people.
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MOR;.L EDUCATION

96 D'SWZA R: Case for moral education. Maharashtra educational

Journal 1970, 18(3), 136-6.

Introduction of moral education has been urged. as it helps one

in the realization of his own self, in finding out the meaning

of life, the relationship.of man to other human beings and

the ultimate reality. In addition, it makes one aware of his

responsibility to other human beings and evokes a sense of

personal suffering tnthe presence ofinjustice and exploitation.

Moral education can best be imparted in hom and supplemented

by school.

97 PATHAK R R: Character training through trekking. Rajasthan

Board Journal of Education 1969, 5(4), 14-17.

Education has to give pupils opportunities for character formation.

The vatiouo-schon situations such as. class -roan conditions,

hostel life, team-games, clubs, aco)ciati-mlos societies etc.,

it is. observed, offer limited opportunities /or character

formation. It is described how trekking and camp life at a

far away uninhabited place would afford plentiful opportunities

for character formation for the participants.

PHYSICAL EDUCAXICV

98 , THOMAS J P: Look at our physical education and sports

prozramma.. Vyayan 1970, February, 34-6.

The suggestions made aro: 1) appointing one teacher of physical
education and sports for every 250 students in a school or
college; 2) keeping alteast two compulsory periods of physical

education for instructional purpose within the time-table per week
and 3 periods of participation after school hours; 3) giving
grants for sports and games equipment; 4) providing adequate
play grounds; 5) setting up definite physical standards to be
achieved; 6) in-service training of physical education teachers
as coaches, and giving them increased benefits on completion of
such training; 7) organizing holiday recreation-cum-sports camps
for outstanding sportsmen for specialization work; 8) selecting 2 or
3 schools and colleges in each district for training the talented
sportsmen for compotitions: 9) giving scholarships to outstanding
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sportsmen; 10) maintaining liaison between the All-India Council
of Sports, and the Central Advisory Board of Physical Education
ant Recreation; 11) providing special grants to improve selected
co;leges of physical education.

POLICY AND PLANNING

99 A1ARWAL S P: Manpower supply - concepts and methodology.
Meerut, Meenakshi Prakashan, 1909,xviii, 187p.

Problt'ms of conceptual ambiguity as witnessed in the studies made
in India so far are highlighted and concrete suggestions for
standardising the concepts of manpower and its supply are made.
It is recommended that occupation may henceforth be adopted as
the criterion for defining manpower in preference to educational
standard and also
in preference to a simultaneous use of occupation and educational
standard, The dynamic process of change in supply over time in
a quantitative as well as a qualitative sense has been studied.
Concepts of gross and net changes and of the difference between
the two are explained. A new concept of gross absorbable supply
during a period of time is introduced for particular applicability
to a csituation where thebacklog of unemployment is considerable.
It is found that the gap between manpower supply and demand is
often underestimated because of an erroneous reference to net
figures where estimates of gross absorbable supply ought to have
been used. While emphasising, in the case of concepts, on the
need for clarity, standardisation and coverage of neglected
areas, the desirability of introducing newer and feasible
refinerents in the case of methods has been stressed. Direct
and indirect are the two types under which the methods have
been grouped and a systematic explEnation of these methods
has exploded a number of common myths and illusions. It is
revealed that the manpower imbalances are partly due to errors
of estimailion of supply. It is suggested that a working group
on each manpower category, consisting of rapresentatives of
concerned organizations be set up to work out generally acceptable
bench-mark data on supnly for a recent date by adopting suitable
concepts and methods.

100 INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MANPCNER RESEARCH, NEW DELFI2 Stock of
Pharmacists in India. Delhi, the Instittti, 1970, iv, 34p.

Assessment of the total stock of pharmacists available in the
country is a prerequisite for the manpower planning. Data have
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been collected from the following sources: i) Census of India
1961; ii) Directorate General of Employment and Training, New
Delhi; iii) Pharmacy Council of India. The total number of
registered pharmacists available in the country at the end of
1965 was about 75000. Out of them 1900 have either a degree or

diploma and about 20,000 haye appropriate certificates, Nearly

two-thirds of the pharmacists lack suitable educational/
professional qualifications. Thirty two per cent of them are in
rural areas. Public sector establishments employed 37000 and
private sector 6050 at the end of 1985. There are 171 pharmacists
for every million ,persons in India. While in quaptitative terms,
there are 3 pharmacists for every 4 medical practitioners,
the number of pharmacists holding a degree or diploma in the
subject accounts for one for about 56 medical practitioners.

101 NANDWANI S C: Unemployment in Fourth Plan. Mainstream
1970, 8(24), 27-9.

It is estimated that attly, end of the Fourth Plan there would still
be 18 million without employment, The prevailing level of
unemployment is also in a way attributAble to the defective
system.of education. The two persistent manpower problems faced
by the country are the shortage of skilled personnel in the
modernised sector and surplus labour in both the modernised
and. traditional sectors. The manpower planning must take into
consideration the following three objectives: 1) realisation
of the basic technological shortages and an analysis of the
reasons for such chortogs; 2) realisation.of the surpluses,..
both skilled as well as unskilled in various fields; 3) fixing
of the manpower planning targets based on future growth expectations.
The manpower strategy evolved must take into consideration the
following aspects: provision of appropriate incentives; effective
implementation of the employment policy; and reappraisal of
the educational system. A streamlining of the governmental
machinery would be the first prerequisite of success in the
strategy of manpower planning.

102 PANDIT H N: National teaching manpower for school stage
education - past trends, present position, and future growth.
Indian Educational Review 1989, 4(2), 17-53.

44

The following apsects are discussed: 1) utilization and distributional
aspects of teaching manpower; 2) changes in the wage rates of

teachers; 3) human capital in education industry, 1985; 4) average
length of schooling and costs of production of teaching skills;
5) the methodology for projecting demand for teachers. The salient
observations made are that: 1) during 1947-88, the number of teachers
has increased about three and a half times as against the four-fold
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increase in enrolmAt and a two and a half times increase in
the number of institutions; 2) while the salaries of teachers

of all levels have been increasing during these years, the
growth in the salary of primary teachers has been the fastest;
3) total number of teachers employed in school stage by the end'

of 1965 was 1.9 million of which women teachers constituted.
22%; 4) only 16% of the teachers were with graduate.and post-
graduate qualifications and the rest were with Matriculation
and lower qualifications; 5) from the Census of 1061, it is
revealed that about one-sixth of workers with qualifications
of Matric and above are absorbed in education industry; 6) a
little over 26% of teachers were untrained 88% of whom were
below the age of 40, The total demand for teaching manpower
generated during the next 15 years (1966-1981) will be 3.4
million both for replacement and expansional requirements,

103 RAO K N: Medical education and medical manpower, Indian
Journal of Medical Education 1970, 9(1), 11-1''

The unequal distribution of medical manpower between the
States as ,well es between the .rural and urban areas has been
pointed out. Medical personnel requirements for each State
based on the 1901 lensus Report have been estimated according
to economic feasibility. The need for a long range planning
and development of para-medical personnel at graduate level like
B.Sc. Pharmacy, Medical technology and public health sanitary
sciences has be6n stressed in order to make use of physicians'
stock more efficiently. The drawbacks of the existing medical
education in the country have been listed. With regard to reform
in medical education in consonance with the objectives, it is
suggested that the requirements of basic qualifications for
admission to medical colleges, curriculum, teaching methods,
and examination system of the medical courses require revision.

104 immoral P: Integrating manpower planning with economic
planning. Yojana 1970, 14(1-2), 45-7.

Unless economic planners succeed in integrating manpower planning
as a part and parcel of economic planning, striking results will
not be possible in human resources development in the future.
There has to be a periodic review of the supply position and a more
systematic review of the changing demands in the economy, It is
worthwhile that an annual manpower and employment report of the
country is prepared. It will also be necxsary to have effective
coordinating machinery between the States and the Centre. It

is desirable to have a national manpower and employment council
set up by the Planning Commission, There is need at the Stato
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level, as at the Centre, to integrate manpower and employment
tasks and to make periodic reviews of the manpower. It is also
desirable that the Institute of Applied Manpower Research should
set up State units.

105 Working Committee Resolutions.. AICC Economic Review 1970,
21(12), 34-6.

The Congress (0) Working Committee at its meeting on January
3-4, 1970, at Vey; Delhi passed several resolutions, one of which
concerned job opportunities for educated youth. "Ps a part
of the overall problem of increasing employment opportunities,
special attention needs to be paid to the vast.and growing
number of educated unemployed. The energies, aspirations and
1Apes of the students and youth coming out of the educational
institutions should be given full scope for fulfilment. The

Gandhinagar Session had, therefore, passed a special resolution
on the need to arrest increasing unemployment among the educated
youth. The Working Committee recommends that, to start with,
a Central Fund of ii.s.50 crores should be set up by the Union
Government for providing employment to educated unemployed youth
in industries, professions and varieties of jobs suitable for
educated youth. The Central Fund can be operated by a "National
Employaentl.Corporation for Educated Youth' in cooperation with
the Industrial Development Corporations which are functioning
in each State. The Congress Government in States should also
provide some amounts for providing employment to the educated
youth in addition to the resources being made available from
the National Employment Corporation for educated Youth.

READING

106 KRISHNA K P: Grade differences in reading speed. Manes 1969,
16(2), 103-8.

The Hindi version of Reading Speed Test developed by Srivastava
(1966) was administered to an unselected sample of 200 male college.
freshmen of the University of Patna and Magaeh and 200 school
students (Xth and XIth special c:asses) to find out whether reading
speed of the students studying in various classes, namely Xth special,
XIth special, Pre-luniversity and Degree ',differed significantly.
In order to examine the purpose, the mean scores on Reading Speed
Test of the four grades were compared by the application of 181
test. Significant difference was found between school and college
samples. No difference existed between Xth and Xlth, and between
Fie- university and Degree I classes,
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RURAL EDUCATION

107 KRISHNAMURTY 0 R: System of rural higher education.
Educational India 1970, 36(7), 224-7, 36(8), 263-5.

Describes the aims and objectives, and the courses and curricula
offered by the Rural Institutes which were set up to create
right type of educated leaders for rural reconstruction. Two
new courses in agricultural economics and fii,ances, and cooperative
management have been proposed in view of the recent development
of the field of agricultural finance. Some of the special
features of the Rural Institutes described are: 1) provisiqn
of higher education to the rural youth in a rural setting;
2) intensive practical training; 3) training in applied research
even at the undergraduate level; 4) extension work; 5) work-
experience; 6) experience in community living with an opportunity
for social training and training in democracy;.7) student labour
programme; 8) continuous evaluation. Affiliation of at'least
the three Rural Institutes selected by the UGC, to the Jawaharlal
Nehru University has been suggested.

SCIENCE EDUCATION

108 DESAI D M: Science and higher education in India. Education
and Psychology Review 1970, 10(1), 5-8.

The following suggestions have been offered: 1) expanding the
enrolment in science an. 'athematics, specially in post-graduate
classes; 2) correcting regional imbalances in science and
technology education; 3) preserving standards by adopting all
the necessary measures lika modernising the old and adequately
equip-111g the new laboratories; 4) maintaining the quality
of science teachers and increasing the size of their recruitment;
5) constantly modernising the curricula in science subjects.

109 OM SARASWAT: Science education and investigative project
School Science 1969, 7(3), 199-203. 9 ref.

The need for making investigatory projects as part and parcel of
science education'for secondary and higher secondary levels has
been highlighted. Some suTh projects in physics, chemistry and
biology have been listed. The factors to be taken into
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consideration for selecting the projects, the method of guidance
to be adopted by the teacher and the way in which the student
should report the work done have been discussed.

110 SANYAL N K: Science education in India - problems and

'solutions. School Science 1969, 7(3), 177-80.

Problems in science education concern the following: 1) increase

in student populationl 2) overexpanding scientific knowledge;
3) methodology; 4), instructional materials; 5) structure of
school;6) training of teachers; 7) physical facilities. The
following national programmes for. the improvement of Jolene°
teaching in schools have been described: 1) curriculum projects
of Department of.Science Education in National Council of
EducationalResearch and Training (NCERT); 2) study groups
established in universities by the NCERT; 3) Panels for

Textbooks established by the NCERT; 4) 7lational Science Talent
Search Scheme of the NCERT; 5) Regional Colleges, of Education

developed by the NC:RAT: 8) Summer Institutes for Science

Teachers; 7) Crash Programme of the Third Five Year Plan;
8) Project for Reorganization and Expansion of Science Teaching
throughout the School Stage (UNESCO/UNICEF assisted project).

SECONDARY EDUCATION

111 MATHUR V 8: New horizons in_secondary education. Haryana
Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 38-15.

The following suggestions have been made to narrow down the
wide gap between cultural needs and the educational objectives:
1) identifying the gifted students and making special extra
provisions at the institutional and at the locality levels in
order to introduce the talented children to widen horizons of
knowledge; 2) enrichment of the curriculum and pr,eviding
opportunities for creative thinking and expressipn through judiciously
selected and properly planned activities at the ((institutional
and inter - institutional levels; 3) creating suitable conditions
and situations for serious study and hardwork both at the homes
and the schools, lessening the workload of the teachers, giving
due academic freedom to the teachers, revising the method of
supervision arid' administration.
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112 MUKRERJEE L: New approach to secondary education in India.

Educational India 1970, 36(7), 212-23.

The importance of secondary education and the need for a self -
contained and job-oriented secondary education of a terminal type

with openings to more or less independent careers have been high.

lighted. An educational scheme of relevance to the context has
bean described. According to the proposed scheme, education upto
the end of the secondary stage should be divided into 3 stages,
viz. 1) one year of pre-primary and four of primary; 2) three
years of junior high school course (or middle sc!leol) one of which

will be terminal and self contained for fundamental education and

the other preparatory; 3) four years of higher se.;endary course,

one of which will be traditional or academic type and the other

joh-oriented terminal tyre. The last year of the terminal type

will be devoted to a practical course, and during that period the
student will be paid regular wages as a worker and the wages will
be given to him at the end of the year as an acTamulated capital for
starting an independent business.

SP CIAL EDUCATION

113 AMBASHT N K: Critical study of tribal education, with special
reference to Ranchi district. Delhi, S.Chand & Co., 1970, ix, 173p.

The problems of education in the context of socio.celtural back-
ground of the main tribes of the area have been daalt with. The

role of the youth dormitory, the only traditional form of education
among the Oraon children, in the sociolization process has been
clearly outlined. It is observed that with the opening of schools,

the, role of youth dormitory has diminished. Besides, by the
Government agencies, the schools are run by voluntary social
service organizations and the churches. The strength and weaknesses
of each agency have been brought out. Also have been analysed the
problems of absenteeism, stagnation and wastage. The close relation-
ship between education and economy is shown by the uneven attendance
in school in different seasons. Difficulties in the recruitment of
teachers for the primary schools, delay in payment of scholarships
and lack of adequate hostel facilities have been discussed. The image
of the teachers in the ayes of the students and vice versa have been
recorded. The percentage of educaticn among the christian tribe's is
remarkably high while that of the others is very poor. Another
imbalance is the disparity between education of men and women.
Ending of these disparities is pleaded for.

114 BHATNAGAR U: Working with the physically handicapped. Teaching
1970, 42(3), 66-71.

The basic aim and objectives of special education should be to develop
the potentialities of the handicapped children to the maximum.
The basic needs, desires, ambitions and hopes of a handicapped child
are not different from those of a normal child, and as such a handi-
capped child deserves a normal treatment. Most physically
handicapped children should be made aware of their potentialities
through counselling so that they refrain from taking a pessimistic
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attitude towards life. An early detection of the disabilities
of a child and his initiation to the Job consistent with his
Ability and aptitude is of paramount importance. There is need

fcr a large number of training centres for the handicapred
and for the teachers of the handicapped children.

115 CHAUDUURI 3 K: Educational pro5ress in rural Bengal, a

study of four villages. Economic and Political Weekly 1970,

5(6), 301-6.

An attempt is made to assess educational progn.os among backward
castes in rural West Bengal. Your villages of South Bengal in
whichSchAuledCastes and Tribes predominate numerically, have

been studied. The period'covered is roughly that of the second

and third Plans. The conclusions that emerge is that the
educational condition of the backward castes did not improve
during this period. At the end of the period, 65 to 86 per
centof.the backward caste population was still illiterate,
Among females illiteracy levels ranged between 90 and ,100 per

cent. School registration of children of school-going age,
a crucial indicator of future trends in 7iteracy, went up in
two of the four villages studied and down in the other two.
It is significant that the deterioration had taken place in
thoso villages where the backward castes were mainly agricultural
labourers or share-croppers.

116 KUNDU C.L: Backwardness and remedial instruction. Naya
Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 12(2), 46-58. 8 r.:f.

The following aspects of backwardness are discussed: 1) definition;
2) causes; 3) the pattern of dovelopmcnt in the backward;
4) backwardness as a social and psychological problem; 5) discovery
and diagnosis of backwardness; 6) intelligence tests, scholastic
tests and psychometric tests inpsychodingnoois of backwardness.
Some of the stepe that can be adopted by school in the treatment
of backwardness are to gear up school organization, modify curri-
culum and method of teaching and to introduce a variety of school
activities suited to the backward. Treatment of reading spelling
and writing disabilities can be done through remedial teaching.
Individual attention has to be given and teaching lessons should
be at concrete levels. Backwardness might also involve therapeutic
considerations. Educational policy for the backward should aim at
developing necessary skills. Education should be selective and
difficulty level of lessons should be grgded and phased in accordance
with their limitations. Opportunities should be given to them to
mix with bright children.
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117 ! SHARMA 8: Children needing special help. Rajasthan Hoard
Journal of Education 1969, 5(4),.27-30.

The following psychogenic problems of children which interfere
with their learning have been discussed: 1) autistic child;
2) anxious child; 3) depressed child; 4) deprived chil6.
Specific measures a teacher should adopt under each circumstance
have been given. A teacher with initiative, ingenuity and
sympathy con help such children secure betrer personal and
social adjustment and enable them to achieve what they are
capable of.

118 SIDHAR 8: How mentally retarded children can be helped.
Social Welfare, 1970, 16(10), 13.

Mentally retarded Can learn within their limitations in a
congenial atmosphere of understanding and acceptance. The
retarded need help and cooperation of individuals, public and
private agencies. .0:1 completion of the training, the retarded
should be provided with a plane to live and work. The community
should realise the problem of retardation and provide a number
of services and facilities in the field of health, education
and recreation. Community services should be developed. More
training schools should be established and the State:" should
allocate substancial funds for the purpose. Special classes,
using effective testing techniques with the aid of school
psychologists, school psychiatrists and dedicated teachers,
should be provided for the retarded.

STANDARDS OF EDUCATION

119 de SOUZA S: A beginning. Sconomic and Political Weekly
1970, 5(7), 347.

Two seminars were organized in Bombay:, one by students of various
colleges and the other by the faculty of one undergraduate college,
in an effort to raise the standards of education. The students felt
that they should be given a challenging education that involves more
of their'own participation. It was suggested that attendance at
lectures be made voluntary, but at tutorials compulsory, that the
number of lectures be cut in favour of tutorials and assignments,
that tutorials be conducted as discussion or seminar sessions and
that the contribution of students to the discussions be made crucial
in annual assessment. IB a result of the second conference, the
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college in question has introduced the following measures:
1) students have'been asked through.questionnaires, the
performance of their teachers with a view to helping teachers
improve their lecture methods; 2) some .of the departments
have freed selected students from lectures and made college
examinations optional 4n order to allow then to work on their
own with guidance from a teacher; 3) acme classes lave been
divided into two groups, made each group attend on lecture a
week instead of two and intense personal work made a requirement
for the course.

RAJ WAIN: Falling educational standards - an analysis.
Indian educational ILeview 1969, 4(2), 54 -03. 9 ref.

A study was undertaken to make a conceptual analysis of falling
educatioral standards in present-day Indian education. The
method used was an 'experience survey' : perceptions of 'falling
educational standards' were collected from the press, examiners'
reports, interviews with teachers and educators and correspondence
with educationists in other countries. The categories of
'criterion', 'causes' and 'consequences'were found appropriate
for content analysis. The analysis of the material collected
revealed 16 broad areas under the category 'criteria' which
affect standards. The three most important areas among these
are; 1) quality of students; 2) deterioration in educational
life and 3) wastage. Suggestions to improve standards in
education include tackling student indiscipline, continuous
assessment of student achievement, adequate training in funda-
mentals early in schooling, oral examination, improvement in
teacher quality, starting model universities etc. Bight
areas were indicated under the category 'causes' of which four
important ones are: 1) expansion of education; 2) defects in
educational system; 3) defects in examination system and 4) quality
of educational institutions. The eight areas under 'causes'
require immediate attention to improve the standards.

RUDOLPH L I, 4UDOLPH S H: 'Standards' in democratisad higher
education, an analysis of the Indian experience. 3conamic and
Political Sleekly 1970, 5(3-5), 209-18. 24 ref.

The importance of disaggreg%ting the field of education regionally
and sectorally as a preliminary to generalization about declining
educational standards has been stressed. The method, adopted in
this paper, has yielded a differentiated view of the fate of
standards. It suggests that at least statistically speaking, the
expansion of higher education has not r?sulted in a swamping of
the post-graduate sector by the first degree or pre-university levels.
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On the contrary, so fax as the structure of higher education is
concerned, there has been some upgrading: the proportion accounted
for by the B.A. level has increased at the expense of the
proportion accounted for by the intermediate and PDC levels,
and the postgraduate level has made a modest proportionate
advance. Statistics also suggest a shift from arts to science,
technology and the professions while founding of new technalo_
gical and scientific institutions of high quality suggest the
upgrading of leading* sectors for economic development, In the

social sciences, new fields have been added and old ones
strengthened and there arc a few outstanding men in a variety
of fields who are perceived to be the peers of internationally
outstanding professionals. However, it is probably true that the
ordinary B.A. - B.Sc. oeucatian has suffered in the aggregate.
B.A. has, for the most part, lost what elite qualities it may
have hadithe special attention it used to attract has been
increasingly divEtesod to the professional and postgraduate
education. First degree student-faculty ratios compare badly
with those in most professional and engineering colleges.
It would be safe to conclude that the vary head of the academic
procession had improved over its counterpart at Independence,
while its much larger tail has suffered from the enormous
expansion in education. But even here the statistical indexes
do not permit a confident assertion of a decline as against
specified earlier periods.

STATISTICS

122 PANDA B1 Primary and pre-primary education in the State
of West Bengal. Regional College Record 1969-70, December_
Januaryl5-8,

There are altogether 32,101 primary and 2,571 Junior Basic Schools
in the State with a total enrolmen4- of 3,921,751 students in
them, apart from a total of 444687 students studyihg in primary
classes attached to various high and higher secondary schools.
Free elementary education has so far been provided to 3,362,365
students. A highly "commendable syllabus has been prepared by the
West Bengal Education Directorate. No,mver, the following measures
have to be taken to improve the present situation and solve the
problem of wastage and stagnation: 1) setting up new teacher train-
ing colleges; 2) enlarging the sizo of the inspectorate or intro-
ducing new posts of Peripatetic teacher-Inspectors who would be
responsible for the academic development of the primary schools;
3) creation of a har.lthy parent-teacher relationship; 4) adoption
of modern and useful tests and evaluation techniques; 5) delegating
some responsibilities to the district authorities for preparing
perspective plans for the development of primary education according
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to local needs. It has been suggested that possibilities of
opening pre-priary schools on lines sug7ested by the Committee
on Child Care and gothari Commission should be explored so
thai. by 1979-80, each primary schoul in the State may have one
pre-primary school attached to it.

123 TkIV2D1 R S: Educational development in the State of
Gujarat since lq5o. Quest in Education 1970, 7(1), 22-8.

The main characteristics of the educational expansion during
1950-51 to 1965-66 in the State are: 1) the percentage of
enrolment in classes I-IV increased from 50.4 to 82.1 and that
in VI-VII from 6.4 to 33.4; 2) the enrolment in secondary edu-
cation increased from 74000 to 479000; 3) the enrolment in higher
education. increased from 1,51,754 to 9,20,524; 4) the post-
graduate enrolment in the science faculty during 1964.65 was as
low as 3.4 per cent; 5) the percentage of.trainud teachers
increased from 35.6 to 47.6 in lower primary stage, 28.2 to
75.8 in higher primary stage and 45.9 in 1950-51 to 69.4 in
1964-65 in secondary stage. Despite the educational expansion
some of the major problems to be tackled are: 1) wastage and
stagnation; 2) girls education; 3) provision of diversified
courses at the secondary school level; and 4) supervision to
take care of the educational goals.

STUDENT INDISCIPLINE. Si7ILIKES

124 7OHN V V: Violence on the campus, no time for sociological
shrugs. Times of India 30 March 1970, p.8, Cols. 3-5. 1530 words.

54

It is pointed out that violence, hooliganism and 'Gheraos' on
the campuses should not be treated lightly by explaining them
away by sociological interpretations. The practice of appease-
ment of students in the form of concessions in regard to curri-
cula and examinations is disapproved. It is suggested that any
disturbance in the campus should be firmly put down taking all
reasures including calling in of the police, if necessary,
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125 NAIK C C: Ways of tackling student unrest. Mail 13 February
1970, p.4, Cols. 3-6; p.6, Cols. 5. 2200 words.

It is pointed out that though the students, parents, teachers,
educational administrators and the Governments, all have their
roles to play with regard to curtailing student unrest, the
major responsibility is that of the institutions. The following
are some of the measures suggested: 1) removing the educational
deficiencies through improvement of standards and introduction
of semester system and internal evaluation; it should be ensured
that the objectivity of internal evaluation should be verifiable
to the satAsfaction of the students; 2) establishing constant
communication between students, teachers and administrators;
3) inculcating discipline through curricular and co-curricular
programmes; 4) organizing orientation, programmes to freshers;
5) proviston of facilities for meaningful vocational training;
6) redresiOng promptly student grievances.

126 RAO. y Youth.should be moulded to respect national
values. Amrita Bazar Patrika, Republic Day Supplement. 26 January
1970, p.], Cols. 3-4, p. 3 , Cols. 1-4. 2950 words.

That the toung generation is growing up with out any sense of
moral values and national objectives has been the reason for youth
unrest and violence. The various reasons for such a state of
affairs heve.baen discussed. The following suggestions are
given: 11 the older generation should set an example of exemplary
behaviour; 2) all measures should be taken to wipe out unemploy-
ment of the educated; 3) a national youth corps should be set
up to participate in social service activities and committed to
national development and the ideals of national integration,
economic and social development and eradication of adult
illiteracy.

127 WARTY M 8, MEHTA N: Effect of bothers' education upon the
measures used by theM for disciplining children. Indian Journal of
Applied Psychology 1970, 7(1), 34 -8. 4 ref.

It was planned to investigate the influence of educational status
of mothers upon the desirability of disciplinary measures used by
them for child discipline. Through a pilot study conducted among
25 mothers of. four educational levels - illiterate, primary,
secondary and university, seventy five common situations of mis-
'demeanour of children and twelve widely used methods of dealing
with these situations were selected. A group of experts ranked
the twelve disciplinary measures on an eleven-point scale according
to their psychological desirability. 200 mothers, 50 each in each
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educational category were administered the questionnaire containing
all the misdemeanour cituations and the twelve methods of
dealing with the situations. The results of the study show
that eduo:Ltion plays a significant role in determining the
desirability of measures used by mothers to discipline their
children. That educated mothers adopted desirable measures
was evident.

STUDENT PROBLEMS

128 PALSANE M N: Student adjustment at the university stage.
Journal of Education and Psychology 1970, 27(4), 321-32.

A questionnaire study was conducted among 915 college students
(751 boys, 164 girls) to elicit information regarding the
students' adjustment problems. The findings of the study were:
1) students of the faculties of Arts and Education faced the
least number of problems; 2) students of the final year classes
and'preparatory classes faced maximum number of problems:,
3) students generally faced more problems in the educational
area. The most frequently mentioned problems in the following
areas have been enumerated; a) educational; b) family, c) health,
d) social-economic, e) personal-emotional, f) vocational etc. It

in feltthat every educationalilitAtution should have a student
personnel services programme so as to improve the student adjustment
and satisfaction.

STUD NT SELECTION

129 JAIN I, JAIN N R, gRULLAR B M P: Development of a test
battery for selection of medical students. Indian Journal of
Applied Psychology 1970, 7(1), 1-5.

The aim was to develop a set of tests which would: a) oe amenable
to objective scoring, b) have adequate reliability and c) have
adequate predictive efficiency. A battery of seven tests was
selected for experimental trials: 1) a non-verbal test of intelli-
gence; 2) a verbal test of intelligence; 3) test of general
vocabulary; 4) test of medical vocabulary; 5) general science
test; 8) learning test of biology; 7) medical interest blank.
The tests were tried out on 110 first -year and 50 third-year
students. The predictive validity of the test battery was
studied by evaluating the test results against the results of
the subsequent terminal examination. It was found that the
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existing selection procedure, including the interview had no
predictive validity; there of tho six experimental tests developed
showed considerable predictive effiCiency. Lack of motivation
during the experiment affected the efficiency of the tests.
It was considered necessary to include a general science test
to the proposed selection battery despite its moderate validity.
Overall validity of the tests was quite satisfactory and the
reliability quite high. Medical interest blank was designed
as a preliminary screening tests and so it may not form 2 part
of the main battery.

MALIKA K T, SCUNDARARAIA RAO T R: SSLC marks as a criterion
in predicting the performance of pupils at the PUC examinations.
Journal of Educational Research and Extension 1970, 6(3), 115-30.

The aim of the study was to find out whether the marks obtained
in the Secondary school leaving.certifacte (SSLC),examinatio4
could to a, criterion for predicting the performance in the pre-
university (TUC) examination. The marks scored by 300 students
in the SIC examination and the grades obtained by the same
students in the pre-university examination were collected. The
data were tatistically treated. It wap found that the SSLC
examination marks were not a good criterion for predicting
the perfo trance in the PUC examination. In the light of the
findings the need for improving the present.system of admission
to,collegps has been stressed. In this regard, among others
the following aspects have been discussed: 1) special. interview,
entrance examination and aptitude tests for admission to uni-
versity courses; 2) the need to make the procedures of evaluation
more objective; 3) records of continous evaluation.

.

TEACHER EDUCATION

131 EiHiLTIAGAR R Pt Functional teaching of educational psychology
at graduace training colleges. Educational Trends 1970, 4(4),
25.S.

With regard to making teaching-learning of educational psychology
functional, the following measures have been suggested: 1) listing
the concepts, principles and skills in educational psychology
which ceteacher trainee should acquire; 2) enumerating the outcome
of teaching these in terms:of expected behavioural changes in the
teacher; 3) evolving a relevant method of teaching these keeping
in view 'the objectiVes; 4) preparing a manual of guidelines along
with'instructional materials for lecturers in educational
psychology; 5) devising a jet of relevant evaluating tools for
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measuring the expected outcomes. It is observed that the
suggested reforms should be simultaneously implemented instead
of piecemeal attempts.

132 KAKKAR S B: Impact of training on values. Quest in
education 1970, 7(1), 3-21. 10 ref.

The influence of teacher training on students' values was
estimated through the use of the Allport-Vernon Lindzey study of
values test (British version) on 150 graduate teacher trainees
(100 men and 50 women) of the State College of Education, Patiala,
controlled for age, education, and teaching experience. The
test was administered both at the commencement and at the end
of the training course and the test scores on the two occasions,
compared to evaluate the changes possibly caused by the

training course. Minimal changes except in social and economic
values, were found and significant, ex differences were revealed
in all the six values (theoretical, economic, political, social,
aesthetic) both before and after the course, :(Comparison with
Evans' results in a similar study on British teachers showed

. identity between the two findings' in that: the changes in
theoretical, political, aesthetic and religious Cvalues of males
were insignificant, rise in social values and fall in economic
values of males were significant. The comparison showed
differences between the two in that: the Indian women showed
changes in economic and social values but no change in the
remaining four values, while the British women sihowed no
change in any value. Differences between the value scores
(both before and after training) of Indian and British teachers
may be attributable to the cultural differences between the
two countries.

133 KHOGLA D N: Developing attitudes among student teachers.
Educational Trends 1970, 4(4), 35-8.

It is pointed out that teacher education should instil in student
teachers: 1), a favourable attitude towards the profession; 2) posi-
tive attitude and interest in teachers' own work and towards
students; and 3) professional ethics. Besides, the trainee should
be enabled to foster in him: 1) appropriate attitude for his
professional and academic graNth; 2) scientific and experimental
outlook in life and towards better methods; 3) deep interest for
reading and writing; 4) proper attitude towards colleagues and
superiors, etc. To achieve this, the following suggestions have
been given: 1) giving a few lectures on the topic, involving the
trainees in discussions and debates and making them write essays
on the topic; 2) teacher educrltors setting examples for the
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trainees to emulate; 3) involving the trainees in all programmes
of the training college and practice teaching schools; 4) removing
the gap between the training college teach;-:0 and its actual
practices.

134 Okii,RmA'-S; Relation of achievement in theory and practice
teaching in B.Ed. examination. Quest in Cducation 1970,

41-5.

The sample for study consisted of 298 teacher trainees of a
College of Education under the Punjab University. Only external
assessment was considered as an index of achfevement as it was
noted that internal assessment represented highly inflated

evaluation. Results showed positive but low correlation between
achievement in.theory subjects and skills in teaching. It was

observed that different theory subjects correlated differently
with marks in teaching skill. The validity of subjects like
Current Problems of Indian Education and School Organisation,
which do not seem to contribute much to teaching effectiveness
has been questioned. The following explanations have been
offered for the low positive correlation between theory subjects
(taken'as a whole) and Skill in teaching: 1) achievement in
theory subjects does not take into account the important
variables like personality of the teacher, his handwriting, his
expression etc. which affect teaching; 2) various theory subjects
have superfluous topics with no or little relevance to develop
skill in teaching; 3) the criterion of teaching success taken in
this study based on marks obtained in the university examination
may not be very reliable.

135 SHUKLA J Need for self-directed change in teacher
education. Educational Trends 1969, 4(3), 1-9.

Emphasizes the need for formulating a practical strategy for self-
directed change through re-consideration of curriculum pattern
in line with the tasks a fresh teacher is required to perform.
The suggestions are: 1) the curriculum natt:rn at the first degree
level (B. Ed. level) should be distinct from the post graduate
diploma or M.Ed. levels; 2) the content and methods curriculum
should be able to provide a good balance between preparation for
the present and for the future; 3) giving priority to the ability
to teach in selection of teachers; 4) pre-planning of the teaching
units; 5) planning effective demonstration teaching; 8) involving
district education officers, school headmasters of the area and
school boards inthe pre-service preparation of teachers; 7) the
staff of training colleges; 8) undertaking research, self-study
programmes, case studies and 9) surveys of schools; 10) incorporating
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extension work in the normal activity of each training college.

Some of the other suggestions are: 1) giving importance to the
utilization of local milieu, understanding and exploiting child's
immediate cultural physical, economic and social environment for
purposes of his education; 2) development of textbooks, course
outlines and lesson-plans and other individual and group teaching
aids by student teachers; 3) formation of study groups by the
training institutions and schools in an area.

130 SURAJ SAAN: Thoughts on teacher education. Haryana Journal

of Education 1970, 3(1), 3-6.

The following suggestions have been made to improve the teacher
education programme: 1) formulating. proper guidelines of admission
criteria for entry into the training course and strictly observing
them; 2) reconstructing the curricular programme on the basis
of the fact that the prospective teacher needs the correct
perspective of the historical, philosophical, sociological
and psychological foundations of education; 3) integrating
practice teaching with that of theory and making the programme
of practice-teaching more Comprehensive and the method 'of
assessing the level of attainment more objective; 4) evolving
some scaling formula to ensure equity and fairpeps to students
in internal assessment; 5) raising the quality and the strength
of the teaching staff in the training colleges.

TEACHERS

137 AHLUWALIA 3 P, KAUSHIK K B: Study of leisure time
activities of. secondary school teachers of Haryana. Haryana
Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 23-31.

. The responses of 120 teachers to the self-administrative type of
questionnaire developed by the author were analysed and the major
conclusions are: 1) the teachers have leisure time at their
disposal but do not utilise it properly; 2) lack of financial
resources disables them from undertaking any holiday tours;
3) though most of the teachers are highly qualified, their
instincts and capacities are not properly harnessed; 4) there
are no proper arrangements in schools for recreation and pro-
motion of other healthy leisure time pursuits. Some of the
suggestions offered are: 1) training teachers during 'vacations
in the methods of solving psychological problems of children
and in new techniques of measurement, evaluation and casework;
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2) formulating a scheme to help the teachers learn various
healthy leisure time activities; 3) teachers should not be
overburdened with teaching work; 4) raising'the economic and
social status of teach rs; 5) helping teachers financially
or otherwise to undertake vacational tours; 6) conducting
comparative studies of. leisure time activities of lifferent
types of teachers, and between teachers and other professional
persons like doctors and lawyers and making empirical studies
of the relationship between the pattern of utilization of leisure

time and work efficiency.

138 D1XIT B C, 3H/0? D D: Incorporation by students of teachers'
valws, a study of the student - teacher relationship. Indian

Educational Review 1969, 4(2), 89-96. 4 ref.

A study was undertaken to examine the student-teacher relationship
in terms of value incorporation. A scale of values developed by
Bhatnagar (1963) in Hindi on the lines of Allport - Vernon -
Lindzey scale of values was administered to 50 university students
and 50 university teachers. Half of the sample of both students

and teachers were females. The following results were obtained:
1) male teachers differed significantly from female teachers on
religious. values; 2) male students differed significantly from
female students on theoretical, political, aesthetic and economic
values; 3) female students differed significantly from their
female teachers on theoretical value and social value; 4) signi-
f icant differences were found between the male teachers and
female students on theoretical value; 5) male students differed
from the female teachers on aesthetic, economic and political
values; 6) male students differed significantly from their male
teachers on political value only. The data have been interpreted
in terms of value incorporation. The theoretical position
emphasising. incorporation in which the values are accepted on the
basis of their "objective capacity to enhance ego-status without
forming any emotional tie" to the model, would predict a groat
deal of the student-teacher relationship in terms of values.
Thus, the data provide partial confirmation for this theoretical
position.

139 MATRIV M: Classroom climate and the authoritarian teacher.
Education and Psychology Review 1970, 10(1), 9-13. 14 ref.

The authoritarian trait in teachers as-manifested in their verbal
and non -verbal behaviour in tho classroom was qbServed by four
investigators (M.Ed. students), each concentrating on teachers at
different lowls. The samples of teachers selected on a stratified
random basis 'eolonged to the primary, middle and high schools of
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Trivandrum City. For scoring the running narration of the
investigators, the authoritarian trait was classified under 8
major heads and each was further split into several behavioural
items. The findings are: 1) the authoritarian trait is a measurable
'personality variable; 2) the authoritarian teachers exercised
their authority in several ways restricting freedom of movement
in the class, ridiculing, scolding, administering corp,-,ral
punishment, suppressing all types of unusual-and creative
responses on the part of the pupils ctc.; 3) the range and the
mean were the greatest for std. IV and lowest for std. IX; the
more experiancad teachers scored. higher with respect to all the
four standards; the older teachers might have been trained in
the traditional way with greater emphasis on rigid discipline
and the supremacy of the teacher; 4) men teachers alone were
consistently more authoritarian with regard to all the four
standards.

140 PANDIT J L:. Student teacher rating and student performance
in English in Higher Secondary Board Examination. Educational
Forum 1970, 15(1), 29-32. 2 'of.

The study was conducted to ascertain whether there is relationship
between students' assessment of their teachers and their own
achievement in English. The rating of teachers, for four English
teachers' was done by 117 students of IX, X and XI classes. The
rating scale was administered in 1963 and the students' marks
All English In the Board examination Were collected by 1966 when
the IX class students finally appeared in the Board examination.
On analysing the data, it was found that there was no positive
significant relationship between the students' assessment of
their teachers and the students' performance in English, when
data were computed for separate batches of students. However,
positive but low significant relationship was observed when data
for the whole group of students were computed. It has therefore
been shown that student evaluation of their teachers will be
tenuous It would not be desirable to promote or confirm teachers
on the basis of such evaluation only.

141 SHAMSUDDIN: Influence of socio-economic factors on teachers'
career, Christian Education 1970, 20(1), 26-33.

A questionnaire was issued to 250 secondary school teachers
Madhya Pradesh. An analysis of the replies received from 200
'teachers ,(136 male, 84 female) revealed the following: 1) majority
of the male teachers belong to lower-middle olass or middle-middle
class families, whereas majority of the female teaohers belong to
upper middle class or high class families; 2) 83% male teachers
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are married having 3 children on an average; on the other hand
only 41% of female teachers are married; 3) majority of the
teachers, both male and female, belong to the age group 25-30;
4) on the whole the teachers come from the families, wherJ
parents are not very highly educated and they are of middle
occupational status; 5) 60% of the teachers have joint families
with an average of 10 members in their families, In view of the

above findings, the following su3gestions have been made:
1) the economic status of the teachers ahould be raised; 2) the
difference in the salary scales of up.er division teachers and
lecturers in higher secondary schools should he abolished;
3) teachers and their family members should granted free
medical aids; 4) education for the children of teachers should
be made free; 5) conditions of work in schools should be
improved; and 6) semi-government and private schools should be
treated at par with the government schools in all respects.

142 SHARMA S N: Teachin, staff in pharmacy educational insti-
tutions. Indian.Journal of Pharmaceutical Education, 1970,

The difficulties in recruiting suitable teachers for diploma,
first 'degree, and post- graduate and research courses of

pharmaceutical educationalinstitutions have been pointed out.
Poor salary structure, lack of job satisfaction, absence of
housing facilities are the main causes for talented to migrate
to the industrial establishments, leaving teaching to the
less talented graduates. To teach the subjects of pharmacy
viz., Basic Science and humanities, pharmaceutical chemistry,
pharmaceutics, pharmaceutical engineering, pharmacology and
pharmacognosy, specialists are essential. The part-time teachers
have not been found to be satisfactory by the institutions,
2nhancement of emoluments, provision of incentives, facilities
for teachers to undertake teaching and research, establishment
of separate department of study for each subject have been
suggested as remedial measures to tackle the problem.

T3ACHING M5THODS

143 BHATT S R: Logical operations in educatology. Haryana
Journal of Education 1970, 3(1), 32-7.

Based on the assumptions, that some logical operations and standards
are invariably involved in all kinds of teaching - learning
process, the following tentative proposals have been given: 1) finding
out the possible logical operations that are involved in teaching -
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learning process and dividing and sub-dividing each of these
operations so that their nature and function may be thoroughly
studied; 2) conducting a study of the various possible typos
of episodes or topics and analysing their nature and require-
ments to find out the elements of logical operations involved
in each of them; 3) formulating all basic categories of judgement

:with the help of which the pupil will acquire an adequate sense
of discernment. It is suggested that the feasibility of insti-
tuting special courses in logic for teachers in the training
colleges should ba explored,

144 CHATURVEDI Id G; Hindi tathd uske aiksan kif,Luchh,samasyiem
(= Hindi and some problems of Hindi teaching). 4 Hindi.j.
Rajasthan Board Journal of 8ducation 1969, 5(4), 75-9.

Hindi is taught in all schools, colleges.and universities of
India and in a few universities abroad. The present method
of Hindi teaching is outmoded and unsatisfactory. Following
modern technique of language teaching, any language can be
definitely taught within a year. But the present method of
Hindi teaching cannot educate one properly in Hindi even in
12 years. The need for research, analysis and description of
sound system of Hindi language (whether it is taught as mother
tongue qr as a second language), and a study of interrelationship
between the sound system of Hin-q and its alphabet in Devnagri
script has been stressed,

145 DANDAPANAI ,S: Fostering creativity. Educational India
1970, 36(8), 269-71.

Creativity may be treated as synonymous with scientific thinking,
involving four major steps of preparation, incubation, illumination
and revision. Freed= and spontaneity are the essential
pre-requisites and the children cannot be forced to be creative.
They should be given enough time for relaxation and refinement
and should be encouraged to be sceptical in learning different
topics. Some examples showing how a teacher can fester the
creative abilities of children by adopting a creative approach
to teaching have been given. Since creativity helps the students
in fulfilling the important need.oUdeveloping individualiti.
Serious consideration should be given to this aspect of teaching.'
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146 GOV1NDARAJAN T N: Role of programmed learning in technical
lAniversities. Educational India 1970, 36(8), 260.20

Introduction of programmed learning for humanities and social
sciences in Indian Institutes of Technology (1.I.Ts) has been
recommended. Some of the measures suggested for popularising
programmed learning in I.I.Ts. are: 1) organization of a
seminar by the WERT for the benefit of the staff of humanities
and social sci.once; 2) helping the staff to prepare programmed
textbooks in psychology to start with; 3) analySing the syllabi
to select suitable portions for preparing programmed textbooks;
4) conducting an experimental pr,ject to study the effectiveness
of the new method; 5) keepin7 the teachers in touch with
xes:arches in the field of programming and training them in the
preparation of programmed text books with the help of programmers;
El impressing upon the higher authorities of the urgency of
introducing programmed learning for humanities and social
sciences in I.I.Ts.

147 Map study in Social Studios. Social Studies Teacher 1970,6(4),
16-27. 5 ref.

.Theyarious academic deficiencies with regard to rap reading in
social studies have been enumerated. The causes for such defi-
ciencies at the secondary stage have also been listed. It is
suggested that the teachers should plan remedial merauresin
order to 1) create map sense among pupils and 2) impart skills
relating to map preparation. Various activities have been
suggested in this regard.

148 PANDiA D: Some initial difficulties in learning - English
I a foreign language./. Progress of Education 1970, 44(8), 294-6.

men a child in India starts learning English at the age of 11 or
so, a number of factors interfere with his learning. The dissimilarity
of the phonetic and grammatical features of the first language,
Ihich he has already learnt, with those of English pose a big
problem. The artificial class -roan situation, !ask of spontaneity,
the consciousness that something new and strange has to be learnt,
little contact with English after class hoUrs, limited time
silotod for teaching English in schools and ultural dissimilarities
are other hindering factors. The ways in which these interferences
can be minimised have been briefly stated.
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149 PATTABHIRIV G; Reading, guiding and reference work in social

studies. Social Studies reacher 1070, 6(4), 7-10.

The main'objectives of a reading programme .beyond the textbooks
are: 1) to acquire additional information; 2) to stimulate
interest; 3) to inculcate habits, abilities and ideals; 4) to
orient the tent in the subject; 5) to secure related materials
from other fields. The folloqing sug!ostions have been offered
to the social studies teachers: 1) guiding pupils in locating
supplemOntary materials and in using the reference materials;
2) developing in pupils the skills in collateral reading -
a) selecting and evaluating the material on a given problem,
b) organising the material.

150 PILLid K K: Dynamics of lesson planning in mathematics,
Kerala Journal of Education 1970, 2(1), 30-3.

The suggestions for planning a lesson ere; 1) pre-determining
the objectives of instruction in terms of pupil-behaviour;
2) choosing the content of the lesson.in accordance with the
set objectives
even if it exceeds the limits of the prescribed material;
3) deciding the kind of experience that should be given to
pupils in a particular lesson; the experiences of pupils are
of two kinds - physical and psychological; 4) constructing
proper tools of evaluation and administering them.

151 RAO C B; Studies in spelling - improvement of spelling of
pupils of class VIII in English. Educational India 1970, 38(9),
301-8.: 10 ref..

Twenty exercises of dictation, one per day, were given from the
English Text Book used by the students in VII class. The exercises
wore repeated after an interval of 40 days. The initial number
of mistakes and the final number of mistakes were compared and the
final score in the case of each pupil was noticeably less, thus
ShoWing an improvement in spelling. i sample analysis of the
mistakes observed has been given. Some of the suggestions offered
to teachers aro; 1) concentrating on the correct spelling of common
words; 2) adopting the drilling method; 3) teaching correct
pronunciation which helps in correct spelling; 4) encouraging tho
practice of writing words under their respective initial loiters
and the habit of consulting dictionary; 5) finding out tho mistakes;
and analysing their causes; 8) insisting on legible handwriting;
7) encouraging good visual memory for words; 8) advising pupils
to write the words rather than to spell orally while learning
new words,
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152 RLSTOGI K G: Likhit. abhivyakti ki yogyati ka silos tatha
upachir (= Deficiencies of writing expression - diagnosis and
remedies) L Hindij. Re,Jasthan Board Journal of Education 1969,

5(4), 66-71.

'Adequate practice in writing as per rule makes one a good writer.
1s such stress should be laid not on the volUma of writing, but

on the composition. Writing of letters, applications, essays,
stories, etc. involves q number of skills which teachers should
develop in students, BehaVioural chantraa which the teacher
should aim at bringing abaut.in the students 1.n respect of their
writton expression has been pointed out and the need for
constructing a dia&nostic test to ascertain the deficiencies of
individual students and following it up through remedial measures
.have been emphasised.

153 ShARmA R P: Changing concepts and new methods of teaching of

geography. Geography Teacher 1970, 5(2), 60-4. 13 ref.

Modern concept,of Geography is based on comparative and scientific
analysis of the facts. Regional method and classroom competition
method are most pracd.cal and upto date. Regiohal method in
which a particular region or unit is studied in detail by breaking
it up to smaller units. is the easiest way of enabling the pupil
grasp the salient features of the Geography of an,area. Classroom
competition w:thod practically started by, the National Council
of Educational Research and Training (WERT) motivates the class
by, showing SOW. pictures, diagrams etc. and,, the class is divided
into groups which test each other byaway'of questionning. The
teacher.simply counts the points and giacs his decisions in
ease of controversial answers, and after competition is over,
explains. the sub -unit and arranges the subject matter in the
proper order.

154 SR1VAOTAVA 10: Word order problems for Hindi students of
English. Educational Review 1970, 76(3)1.63-.5.

The dissimilarity of the word order of English and Hindi create
a great confusion among Hindi students in their learning of English
The causes of confusion identified aret 1) complete or partial
transfer of Hindi word order into English; 2) the extension of
English word order into areas where it does not apply; 3) the
flexibility of the Hindi word orderi 4) the conflict of a new word
order with the one previously established and 5) the lack of
*entice. Remedial measures to be adopted to wipe out the
confusion have been described,
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155 THANKAMMA M SIL K K: Opinion of the teachers in
the medical and engineering colleges of Trivandrum on, the medium
of instruction in colleges. Kerala Journal of Education 1970,
2(1), 22-9. 11 ref.

The sample consisted of 185 teachers in the medical and 159
teachers !n the engine ring colleges. Questionnaire method
supplemented by interviews was used for the study. The
significant findings are: .1) 23.6% medical and 27.6% engineering
colleges teachers stated that they can teach through English
with maximum efficiency; 2) 81.9% of teachers in the two colleges
stated that a change in the medium of instruction is not
necessary from the point of view of the students; 3) the respondents
unanimously stated that the subject matter for their.teaching
is collected from books written in English; 4) a switch-over
will affect adversely the mobility of teachers and students;
5) majority of the engineering and medical college teachers
favoured the retention of English an medium of instruction.

158 VAIRAGADE M N: Homework problem and one experiment of a
substitute scheme. Maharashtra Educational Journal 1970, 18(6),
169 -76.

Since it was found that home assignments to students failed to
achieve its objectives; an alternative scheme was devised and
was found to be effective. Thy: students of the class were
divided into several equal groups, each group containing students
of outstanding, moderate and poor. achievement levels. The

. school time was extended by ono'hour during which the assignments
were done by the 'students.' Each group discussed the items
among themselves and care.was taken that every member in the
group fully understood the subject natter of the assignments.
In an experiment conducted, it was revealed that this method
yielded better results than giving home assignments.

157 VSDANAYAGAM R Gs .Place of evaluation in the teaching of
Geography. Geography Teacher 1970, 5(2), 53-9. 5 ref.

The following fourstepe of the evaluation approach have bean
discussed: 1) formulation of the objectives'of teaching Geography;
2) resolution'of objectives into specifications 0rdefining the
objectives in terms of behavioural patterns; 3) measuring the
attainment of the pupils in terms of the objectives set forth;
4) modifying the objectives, teaching techniques, framing of
questions etc. in the light of the pupils' attainments, which will
Ultimately help in establishing the right kind of coordinated
relationship between Objectives, instruction and evaluation.
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158 VERMA K Kg Classroom logistics and effective learning.
Educational Review 1970, 76(1), 1-4. 6 ref.

-Zhe need for teachers' mastery over classroom management has
bean stressed in view of the incr.:aging importance attached to
students' participation in the teaching-learning process. The
following suggestions concerning classroom logistics have been
made for an effective management of the classroom: 1) proiar
utilization of the resources available for classroom instruction;
2) proper attention to instructional routines like the classroom
seating arrangement, supply of basal readers, check up of
home worlf, etc.

159 VERMA 8 Kt Contrastive studies and error analysis. Rajasthan
Board Journal of Education 1969, 5(4), 3-13. 12 ref.

180

Contrastive linguistics of the mother tongue of the pupils and
the second language they are learning, helps a teacher to under.:
stand and appreciate the difficulties of his pupils and to find
out those features of the foreign language that are likely
to be sources of errors due to interference. Contrastive
analysis will be useful in the preparation of remedial exercises
and drills designed to eliminate errors. It offers an excellent
basis for preparation of instructional materials, planning
of courses and development of actual classroom techniques.
Contrastive analysis also enables to explcdt the resources of
the mother tongue to teach/learn a second language.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

BABUMALL1K Ti BRATTACRARVYA K P: Relatiye contribution of
language and reasoning to tost performance. Journal of Education
and Psychology 1970, 27(4), 345-52. 7 ref.

The aim of the study was to find out the relative importance of
language and reasening'in a selection test battery using two tests
(000 measuring language ability and the other, reasoning ability)
as predictor variables, multiple correlation has been computed for
each of the several tests (criterion. variables) in the battery.
The coefficients (R) range from .43 tc:v.72. Consistency in the
relative contributions of language and reasoning to test performance
is found among two groups of subjects. A successful performance
on the verbal reasoning test consistently calls for profioienoy
in both language and reasoning, though slightly less in the latter.
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The test of general knowledge, though consistently good in
language content, has'the Smallest reasoning component. The
tests for aptitude in mathematics, which depends more on
reasoning, has the smallest language component throughout.
The test of graph and table reading has low loading on languages
but showsincoraftency on reasoning. The non-verbal reasoning
tests are high on reasoning; they are also seen to depend on
language to a certain extent.

161 BHOGIE S: Development of a test to measure the leadership
style of headmasters, Indian educational Review 1969, 4(2),
73-83, 8 ref.

The construction of the test has been described. The test
consists of thirteen typical situations usually faced by head-
masters in their day-to-day work. Each of the situation is
provided with three possible response styles. The response
styles have been appropriately defined as democratic, autocratic
and laissez faire. The headmaster is required to mark the
particular response style which in his opinion is appropriate.
Depending, on the total scores obtained, the head master could
be described:as democratic, autocratic or laissez - faire.
Leadership is absent in a laissez - faire type of person. It

implies that powdr rests with others who use the headmaster
as a 'front'.

162 DES AI H G: Construct validity of Bloom's taxonomy.
Indian Educational Review 1969, 4(3), 84-8. 2 ref.

.70

Since its publication in 1956, 'the taxonomy of educational
objectives handbook I - cognitive domainlby Bloom at al, it
has been extensively used in developing curricula, tests and
teaching methods. An experimental design has been outlined
to find out whether an empirical foundation exists for the
taxonomy, that is the hypothesis that the categories of
cognitive'processes in the taxonomy is hierarchical and cumulative
is sought to be verified. The steps involved in the experimental
design are enumerated.anddiscussed,. If the hypothesis can be
confirmed on the basis of the research then, there could be
certain practical implications. 31even.such implications have been

' listed,
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183 FAROQI. M A: Shorter version of progressive Matrices Test.
Indian Journal of Applied Psychology 1970, 7(1), 37-40. 6 ref.

When the intelligence test is part of .a larger battery of tests,
cr when on1;f a rapid estimate of intelligence is needed, a
procedure that takes lesp time is.deoired. A set of 35 items
were selected from the standard aeries PMT (1956) to, yield
arapid.and reliable estimate of the intellectual levql_of the
subjects. The first three items of each of the series were
included; of the remaining 9 items in each series four were
selected_et random, with the following restrictions: on the
basis of rle analysis of the scoring.pattern of 507 high school
pupils on the 60 -item standard .series, a few items on which
tbe total number of °correct .responses from the above average
group. (spore of 324) was less than the number of ,correct responses
from.the below average group (score of 31-).were excluded. ,The
following Aspects of.the shorter version wore studied: 1)_coefficient
of correlation between the whole test and the shorter test;
2) distributiOn, of scores on the shorter teat; 3) correOztion.
with Drawra-Arran test.. It was concluded that the shorter net of
PPogressive Matrices (standard series) yields a uSefulestimate
of the child's ,intelligence level in about half time needed
for the full test.

164 MiKARNI S p, AM M L, NAIDU: C 4 St. Sequential tests of
.achievement in mathematics. -.0 menuca for,teachers. Delhi,
National Council of.Iducational Research and Training, 1969.
57p.

The tests cover syllabi at three levels: 1).primary, 2) middle
. and 3).highsc001. A Natignal Advisory CoMmiftee set up for
the ,,purpose, after,stuOxing the syllabi from all the. States,
prepared the tables of specification for these tests. These
tables, indicate thetopies and theneducational objectives. These
tests can bp used for.ag diagnospb) evaluation of instructional
methodsvan4 o) (tampering students' performance with others. The
sequential nature of these test} at the three levels. provides a
sufficiently long ladder, The procedure for administering the
tests has been given. The, reliability and validity have been
found to be good. Parceptileznorms table prepared for each State
and the difficulty values or topics for-each State have also
been given. The test kitconsists of the following, besides the
teachers' manualt 1) keys for the test; 2) copies of ansver
sheets; 3) copies of test.
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165 MAJUMDAR P K: Scholastic aptitude test, structuring and
standardization.Interdiscipline 1969, 6(4), 332-54.

The major purpose of the scholastic aptitude test (S A T) is
to assess the level of the higher seccndary school students of
Calcutta schools so that their future grade achievement could
be fairly predicted. The second object is to see whethix the
profiles obtained from the part tests would be of help in the
selection of streams after the eighth grade. The SAT it
essentially a grade scale yielding part scores as well as the
composite score for each individual. The test is administered
in groups and the test booklets are reusable. The time limit
for the test is 60 minutes. SAT has 9 sub-tests; information,
similarities, comprehension, analogy, mathematical reasoning,
vocabulary, classification, inductive reasoning and deductive
reasoning. The raw scores corrected for chance success of all
the sub-tests have been given weightages and the composite
score obtained from combining the weighted partscores are
converted to equivalent scores for all the grade groups,
VIII to XI; Confidence bands for different sub-sections of the
population have been drawn. The test has been standardized
on a sample of 1815 students of class VIII through class
XI after two-pre-tryouts and tryouts.

166 MAIUMDAR S K: Relationship botween'old (1956) and new (1966)
norms for 'Gooderough's Draw-A-Man' test (Pramila Pathak's Indian
adaptation) on normal and retarded children. Indian Educational

Review 1969, 4(2), 97-102. 6 ref.

The Draw- f.-Man (DAM) Test was administered to a sample of 44
children (22 normal and 22 retarded) as per instructions given
by Pramila Pathak. All the protocols were scored with the help
of.tho old and new manuals of Pramila Pathak, thereby getting
two different I. Qs for each subject. r-test of significance
and Correlations: wero'performed on the collected data. The
following conclusions were arrived at: 1) the new norms give
significantly higher I. 40 for retarded children than the old
norms; 2) the difference betweed the two norms was not large
'!or' normal children and wat found to be statistically insignificant;
3) for retarded children, old norms were found nearer to the I.Its

on 4' Shukla's Test, while the difference was 23 points between
the new norms and the I. Qs on 3hukla's Tests; 4) hence, it would

' be advisable to use the old norms of Pramila Pathak's DAM Test
with clinic child population.
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187 1UK2RJ1IS M, CHATTSRJI S: Application of the technique of
analysis of variance in an experiment in the field of educational
measurement. Indian Journal of Applied Psychology. 1970, 7(1),
'11-15. ref.

The study deals with the results of the application of the method
of analysis of variance to an experiment in educational measurement
in which 9 objective typo aptitude tests were administered to a
total of 327 students of 8 different schools. The experiment
is of Lindquist's "mixed design" type I. The following results
were obtained; i) average performances of the school groups
are significantly different from each other in respect of the
abilities measured; ii) test means differ significantly from
one another; iii) there Is significant interaction between
schools and tests from which it is evident that students in
different schools do well in different tests and vice versa.
The following advantages of applying the analysis 'of variance
technique have been given; 1) the differences among the schools
are simultaneously tested and hence separate comparison is not
necessary; 2) it reduces the number of comparisons between
the different mean values of the tests; 3) the interaction
between tests and Schools can be tested by this technique which
cannot be done .otherwise.

188 loADMANAOHAN NAYAR P: Study of the reliability and the
validity of the numerical ability subtest of the differential
aptitude test. Kerala Journal of 3ducation 1970, 2(1), 18-21.
3 ref...

. The Numerical Ability (NA) form A, a sub-test of the Differential
:Aptitude Test (DAT) was used for the present study with the
instructions translated into Malayalam, The ample consisted
of 860 students (345 boys and 315 girls) studying in X class.

.The'test.was administered during June and July 1988 and the
criteria for validation were'the marks. secured by the sample
in all the six school subjects in the examination held in March
1989, The reliability coefficient was computed by the split-half
method and corrected by the Spearman - Brown formula. The
correct relaibiltty coefficient is +.89 (N=880) which. justifies
the use of the tool.. The correlation of the NA with Mathematics
and general science marks are significantly higher'thun the
correlation with the other subjects. The validity Coefficients
are found to be predictive. It has been revealed that the norms
obtained in this study are in close agreement with the D.A.T.
norms and that the NA of_the D.A.T may be used to predict the
ability of learning mathematics and genernlscienct. in X class

. in the high schools of Kerala. .
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V3CalONAL AND T3CHRIC1L 7DUCIXON

169 .BAJPA1 J N: Reorientation of agriculture programme at
secondary level. Regional College Record 1g69-70, December_

January, 9-10.

The following drawbacks of the school agriculture programme
have been listed: 1) programme of terminal (vocational) nature
is offered to pupils in an atmosphere of purely academic nature;
2) the curriculum followed is neither college preparatory nor
farm preparatory; 3) some agricultural schools have been
started quite independently from acadmie high or higher secondary
schools, but offer curses mostly for non-farm youths; 4) really
good teachers of agriculture are rare; 5) no attempt has been

made to educate the really potential farmer through formal school

system, Mention is made of the programme initiated by the
Regional College of Education at Bhubanewswar to involve the
agriculture depart'ent of some high schools in trying out a
Vocational agriculture programme for farm youths.

170 HARTLEY K: Education and training in Welding, Statesman
26 March 1970, p.12, Cole, 1-8, 1710 words,

It has been found. that the qualit)oof training for the craftsman
. welder has not been upto the mark, The training centres and
institutes do not follow the standards, in this regard, laid down
by the Indian Standards Institutions (ICI), There is no provision
in the country for the testing and certification of welders, No
standards exist for the training and testing of welding supervisors
and inspectors. .Lack of training facilities is more serious with
regard to welding specialist or engin6er, However, the IIT,
Madras has recently, started a postgraduate course, With the
groWth of sophisticated industries, it is absolutely essential
that high standards of welding are attained and that proper
facilities for training, certification and testing are made
available,

171 ALKAa M Pattern of future agriculture education programme
for higher secondary schools in India. Rajasthan Board Journal of
Education 1969, 5(4), 31-7.

Tne,objeetiver that could. be of agriculture education in secondary
;schools have been given, Based on the assumption that the training
needs of urban students are different from those of rural students
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the following programmes have been spelled out in detail:

I, Programme of agriculture in urban schools; a) college
preparatory course; b) work-experience in agriculture for
non - agriculture students of classes VIII to.X. II. Programme

in rural/semi-urban schools: a) college preparatory courses;
b) employment preparatory c,,urses: c) vocational agriculture
(terminal) courses for farmers' sons; d) work - experience pro-

gramme in agriculture for classes VI-VIII on compulsorj basis.
The various employment potential in farming and allied fields

have been 3iven. It is pointed out that only schools having
adequate facilities should offer agriculture stream,

172 NAYAR D P: Problems of technical education. economic

and Political Weekly 1070, 5(12), 533-9.

Problems of technical education may be studied under three
broad heads: 1) preparation for technical education; 2) technical
education itself and 3) the succeeding practical training,
The ground for technical education has to be prepared by general
education, through teaching of humanities and basic sciences
as well as imparting of basic skills over which the super
structure of more complicated skills can be built at a later

stage, With regard to technical education proper, the problems
concern the quality of students who joined technical insti-
tutions, determining how many students should be admitted at
different levels and in different specialisation and pre-
serving and improving quality in the context of the rapid
expansion of technical education in recent years. Practical

training is very unsatisfactorily organised, with industry
taking very little interest. The nature, content and methods
of industrial training should be formulEted clearly. The

manner of financing of technical education is very iwportant.
The major beneficiary of technical education is industry.
Industry should be made to pay ald tLke full responsibility
for the procriots it consumes, It is worthwhile An this context
to examine whether some measure on the lines of the Industrial
Training Act in U K would not be beneficial to technical education
in this country,.

173 M C: Fisheries education and training in India.
Indian Farming 1969, 19(9), 91-3,

The following training facilities are available in India: 1) the
Government of India as well as the State governments opened a
number of fishermen training centres for fisherman trainees;
2) the State fisheries departments have in- service and refresher
programmes for their own personnel; 3) the polytechnics institutes
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in Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra offer courses on fisheries
technology and navigation; 4) the Indo-Norwagian Project started
giving training in mechanised fishing in 1953 at Qui lon; 5) the
Deep -see and Offshore Fishing, Stations give training in modern
methods of fishing; 6) the Central Fisheries Ilesearch Institutes
provide training courses for fisheries personnel of the State
Governments; 7) the Karina Products Processing Training Centre
at Mangalore offer training on freezing, canning, fish ilea and
sausage etc.; 3) the Central Institute of Fisheries Education
at Bombay provides higher education in fisheries at the
postgraduate level; 9) the Central Institutg of Fisheries
Operatives at Cochin and Madras provide various courses for
candidates with a basic secondary education; Besides these
various universities have started fisheries courses.

WONKEE1 EI)UCill'ION

174 SHUKLA P Ds Trade U.nions and adult education. Education
1989, 31(1), 5-8.

The importance of Trade unions as the most suitable agencies
for educating workers has boon justified on the following

consicerationss 1) educational needs arising out of their
participation in the Union affairs can be met only by the Union
2) the workers meet in the Unions as a hon)genecius group;
3) workers' education, like adult education in general, lacks
any coericive element and hence must operate in consultation
with the Union leaders; 4) the workers often have little formal
education and the presentation of the programme may be too
superior to the workers and may result in their discontinuance;
5) using the Union as the centre of activities results in maximum
efficiency in the use of educational techniques, materials and

methods; 8) workers' education aims at social action which is
likely to result if educational process takes place within the
setting of the Union. Some of the factors impinging upon the
development of adult education for workers are: 1) low-level of
literacy; 2) general poverty and low level of wages; 3) pre-
dominantly migratory nature of the workers; .1) lack of dependable
leadership in Trade Unions, Tho efforts of the State, the employers
and the Trade Unions for the education of workers have been pointed
out. However the initiative and willing participation of the
workers have been stressed as the primary requirements for the
success of the programme.
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175 SUNDER S Si Philosophy of workers education. Workers
3ducation 1970, January 12-16.

/he following are the characteristics of workers education:
1) it is limited only to the adults ungaged in organised
oroduction in any capacity other than managerial and voluntarily
participating; 2) it excludes instruction in religion, history,
ooience, etc. which may be part of general education and it is
limited to the education of workers about their rights and
'responsibilities in relation to their job, trade unionism,
industrial relations, labour policy and legislation and social
oecurity. The philosophy behind these characteristics of the
workers education may be listed as follows: 1) an outlay on
workers' education can also increase the economic producivity
of those educated; 2) social and economic development can be
fully successful only if the working people and their representatives
are fully aware of the principles and policies governing the
developments; 3) satisfactory functioning of healthy trade unionsm
is essential and it can be achieved only through workers'
education; 4) through the trade unions industrial workers can
play their role properly in the affairs of the country.
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SPECIAL SECTION

WASTAGE AND STAGNATION

Al ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION: Causes of !Inures
in examinations (In India. Ministry of Education. Reconstruction

of secondary education. Delhi, Manager of Publications, 1967.

59).

A2

After a prolonged discussion on the cz.uses of failures, the
CounCil'in its meeting in 1957 approved the following racomnendations:
1) State Governments should take early steps to remedy the
situations arisingfrom lack Of accommodation, inadequate
equipment and unqualified and untrained teachers; 2) State
Boards of SeConda6/ Education should adopt proper means so as
not to lay emphasis on the mastery of the subject' matter as on
the educational growth of the child; curriculum committees
should be :art up for constant evaluation of the syllabi;
3) the StateBoards of Education sholtld try to implenent the
recommendations-made by the Seminar on ExaminatiOnsheld in
Bhopal and the Conference on Reforms of Examination held in
New Delhi; the suggestion that in each subject, examinations
may'. be conducted at two levels - an ord?nery and an'advanced
level - may also be examined; 4) the''6ate Governments should
consider whether the jurisdiction 6f therIBOards of Secondary
Education could be suitably limited Sof-Weft° improve efficiency.

80813 A Xi Alfastage in secondary educlatiOn. Bducational
'Review 1989; 75(3),'00 -4; 75(11), 250-82; 1970, 78(1), 18-20;
76(2), 41-3; -' ' ,a

T(. 7. !

The extent of wastage frail standard vat onwird4 and tha causes
have been studied. Thirty four schools %roils/selected for the
study. The following are the findings: 1) of the pupils enrolled
in standard VIII, only 21.2% passed the higher secondary examination
WE) after four yearn; this moans a wastage of 78.81 at the
high school stage; 2).maximUm waStagi a seen in standards VIII
gut ECiand'in backward communities; 3) that the weakness of students
in the earlier classes was not identified and 'that appropriate
remedial steps were not taken, have been the reasons for many
failures; 4) wastage is found to be higher in schools situated in

:'.1o0Oircilass lotialities than in others; 5) wastage is found to be

greatei in tfie:ease .ok:giris than in the case of boys although
II Student iih6hOS failed in the HSE designated as wastage, the
education he has received upto this level is of great value to him
in his later life.
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CHICKERMANE, D V: Study of wastage in primary education in

India. Education Quarterly 1968, 20(3), 14, 15, 17.

The concept and types of wastage, the importance and the various

methods of its study have been briefly discussed. The study

covers 518 children in schools in 13 villages in Maharashtra.

These children enrolled in these schools during 1954-56 were

followed for a period of 4 years after their enrolment. Separate

weightage was given to each standard completed. The was:age

due to stagnation and due to drop out has been separately studied.

The study revealed that 1) total wastage in primary education is

68%; 2) of the total wastage 40% is due to stagnation; 3) while

wastage due to drop out is great in the beginning and slowly

decreases in higher standards, the wastage due to stagnation is

fairly high throughout. That stagnation constitutes a very

large portion of wastage is evident from this study. This problem

can be combated only by improved methods of teaching, evaluation

of school work and better school administration. Since the drop

out is maximum in the first standard, preventive measures should

be concentrated at this stage.

A4 CHICKMANE D V; Study of wastage. in single-teacher sohools.

Education Quarterly 1968 20(3), 22-3

Wastage and stagnation !ifs been studied in the first four grades,

Ten single-teacher Schools in purgoti area (isharashtta) were

taken for the study.. Data were collected for every child admitted

1- vade,1 in the years 196044, (5 batchos)ond each batch was

followed for four consecutive years. The mean percentage of

wastage. was found to be 75 and that of stagnation, over 50..
Indifference.ofTarents, consequent irregular attendance of
ohildren,ln.soh0Q4 PPOr school programmeseinClack of competency
onthq -partOf teachers, have been attributed as reasons for

*astege and'stagnetion, The following euggestions have been
given: 1) improvement of teaching techniques of single-teacher

schools and initiation of teachers in these; 2) introduction of

ungraded pattern for the first four grades; 3) provision of
equipment to schools and amenities to teachers.

%. ,t

i 1-1.1

CHOPRA B IA Socio-economic background and failure in the high

School examination. Educational and Aychological,lieeeurement 1966,

26(2) 495-1.
.

A2

, ' , 4,

An'attempt hes baen made to 'find out Mi./ gar the tails re, of'studente

was related to sooioaeondmio background 'anti Whether thedifferences
in pereentages of failures in different sooiossooaomio groups

r cr.; rw
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could be accounted for by variations in levels of measured

intelligence, The test of PrOgressive MatridesOras administered

to 1359 high school students in Luckncie'dietrict. Data for

parental occupation and results in thelligh !School examination

were also collected, There was a. gradual rise in thejercentage
of failures as one moved frqn thOiigher to the lower occupational

groups, ,To.find out if the failures in'thelower occupational

groupswere due to.lower intellectuatle0 of stude4ts, six
groups of 81 students each from the six. occupational iteups

were matched in,intelligence test scores. Tfie results showed

that socio-economic background is positively related to success
in the high school examination and that even when measured
intelligence is held constant, the richer the socio-economic
background the less is the probability of failure,

AS CHOUDBURY /2: Raport,of an.investigation into the problem
of wastage and stagnation in primary schools in the district

of 24-Parganas, Education Quarterly 1968, 20(3), 24.

The focus of the study was on the length .of time taken by a ,

pupil in.ccmpaeting the first four grades of dropping out

midway, Outof a total of 4300 polls entering. grade I in 1961,
1425 left school before completing grads,IV. The wastage was

33,1 %. Of 2875 pupils who remained in sohooi 1094 did not
complete grade IV in 4 years and repeated one or more_ classes.
Stagnation was calculated as 39.4%. To allOw for incremental
gains to pupils who repeat a class, certain credits were assigned
for the periods spent in ,same plass and on this basis, the
effioiency of the primary schools of the dist3pt was calculated

as 51,3%. Various factors fOund, through °pillion surVei, to
be-assoolatee'vith wastage and Stagnation. arer 1) poverty - 33%;
2) parental: indifferent:se - 2614 3) Dalai' habits and customs -
6,81.; 4) irregularity..of attendance...'15448%; 5) admission of

underaged children . 4,8%; 8) large size'eStgrade I . 2.5%1

7) ineffective teaching method and curriculum . 4%; 8) other
causes . 7.114

DESHMMH A 0, KAMM A Rs
education (,Ii; National Council
Training:. Educational studies
the Council 1082, 3340).

Wastage and stagnation in college
of Educational Research and
and investigations, Vol. 1. Delhi,

This study, divided, into. three parts, deals with the problem of
estimating the wastage and stagnation in, college.eduoat/On, Part

I describes the result's of inyestigationi undertaken for this
' purpose based on a three-year entry of students to a Fbona College,
and it buildA up'estimate of the wastage among Arts students.
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The wastage figure for the college is found to be approximately

45 per cent and that for the Poona University is.estimated to.be
51 per cant approximately. (The results are then further

analysed by sovartl relevant factors, e.g, the S.S.C. examination

viatica, age at entry, asK, caste and others. Part II deals with

wastage among Science students, basing the enquiry on the same
investigations carried out for Arts students. It is estimated

that the wastage figure for the college is 35 per cent and that
for the Poone.University.is 48 per cent approximately, Analysis

is also done by Several relevant factors such as the W.S.C.
'examination marks, age at entry, sex, caste stn. Those results

are compared with those vbtained for Arts students, Part III

deals with stagnation (or the delay in progress) in College
education among Arts and Science students on the basis of the

same enquiry. It gives figures for the eytont of stagnation
among Arts and Science students at different stages. An
attempt is made to relate the delay in progress to various
relevant factors like the S.P.C. examination marks, age at
entry, sex and schools, local or non-local. lathe end the

authors discuss the planning and requirements of a good enquiry
into the twin problems of wastage. and stagnation.

Dismal record Sditorialj,' Times of India Bt bbay 3 October
" . .

1969, p.10,, Cols. 1-2, 000 words.

At present out of every 1'o9 children who enter class I, only
about half the number 'complete oleos IV.and.only'35 go up to
clips yIl. In.some areas the percentage of drop out at class

,is B0, goeof the major reasons for the wastage is economic.
but more than 10 million children drop out every year because

,

the Schools are too far away ,from theirhomps, This is the
reasonlor poor enrolment girls in rural areas. 'Setting
up of 'Irv:echo:as; appointment of more women teachers and the

. -
provision e hostel facilities for them near the schools and
the supply of !ree text books and lunch packets for poor children are
come of the measures to tackle the problem; The-management of
primary schools run by Panchayats should be improved.

, , i

.., , - _
.

, ,

GADOIL D R DANDWAR V MI Primary educitioi in Satara
Distridt, report of two inveatigations, Peona,'Ookhale Institute
of Politics and Sconomics, 1955. 174p.

;.1. 4 tt t t t - I.

The two reports aZei investigationinto thd problem of lapse

,1' into illiteracy and 2).investigation into wastage and stagnation $n
primary education, bott, in Satara District of Maharashtra. With
regard to the first 'Jr,eltigation, the sample consisted of
ex-pupils of selected slhools who were administered a reading-
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writing test to determine whether they retained literacy. The

study revealed that it was necessary for a pupil to complete
a 4-yeax course in order to ensure the retention' of literacy-.

A majority .of those who retained literacy found. no use for
the skills attained in schools. The following suggestions have
been made: 1) compulsion to complete a four -year course in,.
school; 2) continuation work in the period immediately after
a pupil leaves school; 3) activity aiming at stimulation and

maintenance of reading and writing, etc. habits among adult
expkipils. With regard to the second investigation, 1778 cases
of wastage and 1264 cases of stagnation were studied. The

wastage and stagnation had been found to be associated with!
1) the number of years spent in school; 2) age; 3) CaSte;,
4). income; 5) occupation; 6) size of agricultural holding;
7) possessiCn-of live stocks; 8) relation with the head of the

family; 9) schooffaCtors.

A10 00001 Ds Investigation into the extent and causes of wastage

and stagnation in Primary education in the plain Districts of

Assam (In Sumparies of reports submitted by the students for the
Degree of Master of Education 1983-64 (CIE Studies in Education
and Psyoho1ogy, No. 57). Delhi, Central Institute of Education'

1966, 31-0).
.

,
,;

All

" A simple of 916 children admitted in class I in.84 scboOs in
various, districts were followed tor five yea*-0 till the batch
cOmpleted the primary couree. While 387.were detained in
.,different 4laises, 279 left school before coMpietin,Ohe course.

' ' TWA stagnation mounted to 42.2% and wastage
caulles of watt age and stagnatIop have been enuner4044
following remedial measures have been Suggeste40'aid-day.
*S1, at school; 2) supply of textbooks, clothes etc. to the
ineedy; J) formation, of, parent teacher oasboiations; 4) ,part-

' tiMe,e4ucation; p) social education and other propaganda pro-.
granales'in rural areas ;' 6) imprevement in material Condition
of schools; 7) ProperlY trained teachers; 8) health:services;
9) improvement of single-teacher schools; 10) frequent super-
vision and guidance; 11) check on bogus attendance; 12) revision
of curriculUm and exmnination system; 13) Separate educational
facilities for mentally and physicaliy handi-capped children.

.'ity:T q tr, '!;!) .

CENTRAL,ADYISOEYPOAAD .01P 2000,TION: Causes,of..fallures
(IA MINISTRY Or iDU0ATION 14,acil,otructgan

of .satiiiiidary education.' Delhi,. Manager of 'titblicaiional. /987,

,- t,!

- el.n!

The Board in its meeting in 1963 resolved that 1) the authorities

e701 f
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concerned should accelerate their efforts for eliminating the
wastage due to failures in examinations through speedy improve-
ments in the teaching and learning processes, the creation of
conditions for harder and more concentrated work, and the
better utilization of school programmes and amenities; 2) the
examining bodies should introduce as quickly as possible the
various measures for reforming the examination system :.ecommended
by the Ministry of Education; 3) the appropriate authorities
should take immediate steps for reorganizing the school exami-
nation system in order to reduce wastage without lowering the
standards; 4) a meeting of the Chairmen and Secretaries of
school examination Boards, should be convened to examine the
problems involved, formulate concrete measures for action and
discharge on a continuing basis the general responsiblities
for implementing the above mentioned reforms.

1NSTITUT8 OF APPLIED 10pOsaicespAclio: 444i:091elopm,0
of modern medical education in India and student wastage in
Isoclinal colleges. Delhi, the Institute, 1967.: viii, 73p. 22 ret.

The present organization of medical education, research and
service is largely based on the recommendations of two Health
survey, and Development Committees, one_ip.1048.snd the ,other
in 1901, In.,all there were 89 medical.0011sgse.PY
the:.exd of the third.Plan the:admission atrength rose to 10,524
ef.wheek.44Veere women'students,, The teacher-student ratio in
1963 was 10. The out-turn ofmedicaigradUates by the end of
the,third'Plan was 5387 of whcm 1358 were women. The rate of
studentjvaPtage.is 6%,'0.4% for men and 5.3% for women.i :47% of
*ideate hil411fY.w1040 the'minimum presorlbed time of 3 years,

Oledifloas1:41% qualify in 8 years and 4 fUrtber e% lo 7 years,
40It'Ot he'VenStP4,24.q4a1ifyjn.the minimum. Prescribed times
Alb additional 42',IS'io 8.yemrs'and fUrther.7,0% in.7 years,
55%* the WOMeti,etUdeOtaquilfy,within 5 years, 'an-additional
38% in 8.Yesre'ind a fUtther 3.7% in 7.yeara,
wastage, is 11%, 12% iar men and for *Omen.

H

A13 U -
SK' 'R Wastage in 'primary education, Nuoation

Quarterly 1988, 20(3)i 35.0,

Data regarding enrolment of pupils in classes I to V, collected
State..wise and piblished in "Eduoatioo,in Indial'Vol, 11,

TPS1401" hervheezi, ang4sed for the 'dears, 1950.51 to108344,. t4 04osiloto *Otago dross' tots *otigro
I per 100 Pupils'eCrolIed'In class 1'h'0, been studied.

The wastage in various States by sex and standsrdwiAe have been
presented in 15 Tables.

.,1 ;,
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Al4 . HERTA R R: X-raying cost 'aspect of 'primary educational

wastage. Journal of the Gujarat Research Society 1969,
31(2), 145-54.

A questionnaire study was conducted among 52 primary schools
'Of Botad Taluka in both urban and rural areas in order to identify
the:extent of wastage and stagnation. The social cost of
education for standards I, IV and VII have been worked out for
urban and rural students separately. It is observed that the
rate of wastage is closely correlated with the social cost,
The .ales of the Government, it is suggested, should be to bring
up the social cost of education of rural student to-the level
of that of the urban student. The study has revealed-that
there is about 30% wastage at stanth'rd I, 13% at standard IV
and 10% at standard VII, Poor sociooconcesic condition of
parents, students' weakness in studLia, frustration among
teachers have been identified as some of the reasons,

A15 NAGAPPA SE Wastage in the educational system. Rducation
Quarterly 1968, 20(3), 16-17.

Opening of new schools, especially for girls, provision of raid-
., day meals, uniforms, books and stationery., and transport facilities
would help in reducing wastage. To increase the holding power
-of schools, it should-be ensured that they are Well-located,
well-housed with all facilities and are having better trained
teachers,. This means consolidation Of already existing
educational facilities rather tham expansion of facilities.
Provision'of adult .education also needs emphasis. Diversification
of, courses and vocationalitation will help solve the -problem
at the secondary' stage. Besides all these, there is need for
a code of ethics for teachers to be strictly followed,

Ale Problem of school drop-outs ZEditorial.f. Educational India
1970, 38(8), 287-8. 's

The high rate of drop-out after lower primary stage in Andhra
Pradesh has been deplored. Besides involving huge wastage of
capital resources on Education, the problem also reMults' in
serious social consequences like juvenile delinquenoy. Hence,
establishment of more pre - vocational training centres to
rehabilitate all such drop-outs who are semi-literate and greater
participation of State Governments in this programme have been
suggested, . . t s (. ; Tt,f r`
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A14 RANA? D S:Beginning reading. Education Quarterly 1968,

20(3),

That a poor reader is a poor achiever and that he is likely to
repeat grades which might end in droping out has been Pointed
out. The reading ability developed by the child depends on
several factors such as age, sex, intelligence, health, emotional
stability and hone background. The mental, physical and
emotional make-up or all children who begin reading are not tho same
The teacher should adopt various measures, including the use
of 'reading readiness test', to evaluate the individual child's
equipment to start reading. On the basis of this evaluation,
the teacher should group children who need similar kind of
instruction. 'The, teacher should also pry individual attention.

A18 RAWAT D Ss Draft blue print of action plan to reduce wastage
and stagnation in the primary and middle schools of India.
Education Quarterly 1968, 20(3), 27-34.

A review of vatiousatudies has bean made. A list of the various
causes of wastage and stagnation has been given so as to base
the action plan on these causes. Some general considerations
for_the actIonprogramme area 1) the Fifth Five Year Plan should
allocate funds for the Central and State programmullfox reduction

.' of wastage; 2) individual school should plan and execute pro-
grammes in this regard; 3) a;Concerted national drive. should
be undertaken to mob*lise all resources for this purpose;
4) since all,cansative factors are interrelated, an integrated

rcomprehensive programme should be launched; 5) due emphasis
should be given to prevent stagnation in the first two grades;
6): proper machinery should be created to implement the programmes
at t)e levels of Centre, State and the Block; 7) school. improvement
programmes are very important in this regard; 8) a continuous
programme of data collection should be launched; 9) interdisciplinary
research programmes should be undertaken to reduce wastage.

,, Separate action programmes have been suggested for the school,
the State Departments of Education and the Centro.'''.

Al9 -, Report of the National Seminar on Wastage and Stagnati:n at the
Primary Stage. Education Quarterly 1988, 20(3), 52.1;
2 -.11flvo : -; , ,

solution to to the irroblemof wastage and stagnation 'depends on
"!:1) vitalising the present educational system which is' largely weak

and ineffeotive; 2) relating the educational system to the life and
needs of the masses who are now entering the schools; 3) utilizing
all facilities availablein individual institutions as well as in
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A20

A21

the educational set up and creating a climate of hard suEtained

and dedicated work. While the first aspect is a longterm project
requiring considerable expenditure, immediate steps could be and
should be taken with regard to the socond and third aspects.

.

The seminar has accordingly, suggested an action research pro-
gramme consisting of various Measures. The recommendations of

the seminar have been given.

SAPRA C L: Suggested programme to reduce wastage and stagnation

at the first levol of education. Education Quarterly 1968, 20(3),

25-6, 57.

It is observed that about 65% of the wastage is due to socio-economic

factori.and'30% due toeducational factors. A design of. pilot

programme for reduction of wastage at the primary stage is given,

which iffound effective may be adopted on a wider scale. The

programme consists of the following measures: 1) improved teaching

method; 2) improved evaluation (ungraded pattern in the first

two claSSes); 3) improved curriculum; 4) quality textbooks;
5) free/subsidised textbooks, stationery, school uniform etc.
to the needy children; 6) health services; 7) mid-day meals;
8) improved administrative and supervisory practices;'9) improved
school- community relations; 10).guidance and counselling;
11) adjustment of school hours and vacation to suit the economic

needs of local community; 12) part-time.edu6ation: It is

suggested that the pilot programme may be initiated in about.
60 primary and 60 middle schools, selected from a'feW,Community
Development Blocks. The' methodology and procedure Of'adopting
these measures in the selected schools have been described.

ShOth C L: Wastage.and.otagnatiorrin elementary schools.

(IaMathur V S. Crucial problems in Indian education. Delhi,

Arya Book Depot, 1970, 200-18).

-%

The definitions of wastage and stagnation are critically examined
and the methods of measuring the phenomena have been given. The

rates of wastage and stagnation calculated for classes I through
VIII for the years 1950 -57 reveal that: 1) the oombined rat
of wastage and stagnation' is 7805%; 2) the rate is highest in

-class I and deoreasesas pupils move to higher el-eases; 3) the
rate is higher' among girls; The causes of wastage are a) poverty

-' of parents; b) stagnation in the same class; 0absence of schooling
"facillties; d) poor school environment; e) faulty admission policy;

f) death of a parent; g) heterogeneity in the age composition of
" "1/1 pupils; h) pOor health of children 1) irregular attendance. The

folloWing remedial measures'have bon suggested: 1) encouraging
the parents to admit their children who haVe attained school-going
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age; 2) closing admissions to the first class after the firpt
.few months of the academic year; 3) introducing ungraded unit
for the first tWO classes; 4) employing play-way techniqtiee of
teaching; 5) giving financial assistance to children to meet
educational expenses; 6) adjusting school hours and school
vacations to meet the economic needs of the community; 7) giving
remedial coaching for weak students; 8) improving school community
relations; 9) appointing school mothers and women teachers in
rural areas to promote girls' education. It is observed that
the best strategy to reduce wastagd and stagnation is to
lay down time-bound targets for each school and the. faculty of
the school sparing ro efforts to achieve thaw tarvts.

A22 SHARMA R C, SAYRA C L: Wastage and stagnation in primary
and middle schools in India. Delhi, National 611110.1 of Educational
Research and Training, 1069, xvi, 166p. 23 ref.

The study has been conducted on 790 dropouts and wstayins
selected from 92 sampled schools in various Etatei. The study
lays emphasis on causes and the causes have been mainly identified
by comparing dropouts and stayine on certain. ariables which
cover the entire gamut of personal, social and environmental
.reletionships. The study has.revealod that the total wastage
and stagnation is.05.3% by the time the children reach grade
V and 78,35% by.thetime they reach grade VIII and that those
pupils tend to dropout 1) whose attendance in school is less
that, 60%; 2). whose parents view the educational performance of
their children as poor; 3) who are not motivated at home for
studying; 4) who are academically backward, and 5) whose.interest
in Education is low. Apart from these factors, caste and higher
that. average age of admission in class I also seem to be related
witl. the incidence of dropout. Appropriate remedial measures
have been suggested.

A23 Ctates' report on wastage and stagnation. Education Quarterly
196E, 20(3), 1-13.

The extent, of wastage and stagnation at the primary school level
havt,been reported by the following States; 1) hndhra Pradesh;
2) (ujarat; 3) Kerala; 4).Mysore; 5) Orissa; 6) West Bengal;
7) (oa, Daman and Diu; 8) Tripura. It ranges roughly between
45% to 75%. The reasons for the wastage and stagnation have been
discussed, hmong the reroodial measures proposed to be undertaken,
the following are soma: 1) introduction of new technique of teaching;
2) revision of curricula; 3) training of teachers and appointment
of nor, oen and women teachers; 4) supply of books end slates to
poor children; 5) supply of mid-day meals; 8) adoption of school
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iMpprovement plans with the help of the community; 7) changing
the school hours and vacations to suit the occupational needs
of the community.

A24 TA1ESRA H: gikqi mein apavyay va, avarodhan (= Wastage and
stagnatiin in education). Z Educatioaal Trends 2969,
4(3), 36-41.

Students' ignorance about social environment,, carelessness of
parents; lack or .age limit and time-limit for admission; irregular
appointment of teachers; absence of educational interest among
oPorents, regular and effective supervision, special arrangement
for mentally and physically handicapped children, parent- teacher
cooperation And mid-day meals are the .factors responsible for
wastage and stagnation in education. Remedies suggested by the
Fourth National Conference on Compulsory Primary Education and
the Education Commission (1984-66) have been cited.

A26 yaws peAgAsgA $ Stagnation aP4 wastage. (In Indian Yearbook
of liducation 4964, Second Yearbook - 31ementary Education,
Dolhii National Council of Bducational Research and Training,
1064, 132-54).

The concepts of wastage, stagnation and lapEe into illiteracy
have been examined and the main findings of the reeearch.carried
out for to measure their extent or to ascertain their causes

'have been summed up, It is argued that restriction of expansion
to redvce wastage is an untenable approach to the prOblem.
The fold wing programmes to reduce wastage have been suggestedi
1) improvement in the general economic condition of the people;
until such time when the economic condition improves, the only
alternatiVe in to provide a systsm of part-time educatin,
partioula0y to children of age-groups of 9-14, so that they
would be Wolk to Work in or for their families and also receive
education, 2) emphasis on Adwlt or Social education; 3) the
attracting and holding power of the schools increased through
provision of b.etter teachers. It is pointed out that since wastage
is highest in class I, the efforts should be concentrated at this
point. The causes of wastage in class I have been enumerated,
which in themselves suggest remedial measures.
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A26 Wastage in agricultural education. Z 3ditorial_/: Education
and Psychology Review 1969, 9(3), 109-11.

.

A study of high school leavers in agriculture during1961-68
revealed that 1) of the total leavers, only 14.3% joined
higher education, g1.5% entered into vocations and 4.2% were
without jobs; 2) only 2.0 joined higher agricultural insti-
tutions and 11.4% took other disciplines for study;, 3) only
14.a% of the leavers took up agricultural s*rvica and those who
took up farming constituted only 10%; 4) 12.9% entered into
vocations that had no bearing on agriculture. That agriculturo
could claim only 27.2% of the high school leavers with agriculture
education shcms the wastage of educational efforts. Not getting
admission in agricultural colleges, inability to cope up with
the course ,and inability to bear.the cost of education have
been the reasons for students:to join other higher education
courses. Similar are the causes_ for those who joined non-
:agricultural profeseions. Need for. proper, planning and
coordination among the agricultural schools:and colleges,
adequate guidance and counselling and provision of scholarships
have been emphasised,

A27 IfeAtage in secohdary:educatlon (In National:Council Of.
Educational Research and Training. aduchtional Studies and
Investigations, Vol. I. Delhi, the Council, 1961, 95-113).

The extent of wastage and stagnation between standards VIII and
II hag been studied, The sample, consisted of 2564.pupils Iran

,.34 secondary schools irag.various districts ofMaharashtra.
The findings of the investigaticn are: 1) the total wastage
including stagnation in this stage was 78.8%; 2) maximum
wastage occured in standards VIII and IX; 3) the dropout or
failures oelonged to poor aocio-econemic status and were of
higher age than the average; 4) the students who. failed in
the SSC had bean showing consistent weakness in.2nglish and

Miuhematics'insarlier standards as well; if suitable remedial
action had been planned earlier, these failures could have been

. averted; 5) wastage was more in low class localities and among
girls; 8) out of the pupils who passed SSC fron middle class
localities, 920% went for higher education whereas the corresponding
figure for pupils from low class localities was 17,0; q) though
a student who failed in the SSC examination had been designated
as a case of wastage, the amount of education he had so fax
received had been of utility in his later life.
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